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FOREWORD.
This brochure has l;,een written expr:essly for ·· all ·. those to whom the
formation and working up of ir~n into steel :is still >oa n unknown or unfamiliar field, of which they might care fo 'obtdiri .a ~rief summary without
going too far into detail. lt is solely for this reason·.t hat the text has been
abbreviated. Everjthing savouring too much of tec~nicalities, that might
tend to impair the interest of the uninitiated, ha~. been omitted. The
brochure is copiously illustrated, however, and . affords the reader an
excellent insight to · the mu"ltifarious blast ·furnaces:·-.--~tE~el works and rolling
mills with their numerous and widely diversified auxiliary equipment.
The expert and all those who wish to further their knowledge in this
field will do well to acquaint themselves with the extensive literature on
this subject that is published by the Verlag Stahleisen m. b . H.
M. F. Toussaint.
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Iron and Steel in Industry and Commerce.
A flourishing iron and steel industry is essential
to the well-being and economical development of
a country. It is, therefore, the endeavour of every
country to have its own firmly established iron and
steel industry and develop it in such a way as will
render it independent as far as possible of supplies
from other countries. This development has been
very evident since the Great War, in which iron
and steel played such a conspicuous part.
The total world production of pig iron in 1934
amounted to roughly 63 million tons, the greater
portion of which with the addition of scrap was converted to steel, the production of which amounted in
the same year to 82 million tons, that is to say, about
two-thirds of the maximum production in 1929.
The leading iron and steel producing country is the
United States of America, with a production of
'( roughly _6¥ million tons of steel in 1934, equivalent to 0.213 ton per head of the population,
followed by Germany with 13.8 million ton s, equivalent to 0.210 ton per head of the population. In
European countries, Great Britain comes second
behind Germany with a production of 9 million
tons, followed by Russia (including the smelting
works in Asia) with 9.5, France with 6.17, Belgium
and Luxembourg together with 4.8 and Italy with
1.85 million tons. Further down the list we find
Czecho Slovakia with 0.95, Sweden with 0.86,
f'oland with 0.84, Spain with 0.5 and Austria and
Hungary with 0.3 million tons each. Non-European
countries with a steel production worthy of note are
Japan with roughly 3.7 million tons in 1934, British
India with 0.8 and Canada with 0.75 million tons.
When one compares the value of the products
supplied by the blast furnaces, steel works, rolling

mills and foundries with the costs that have to be
expended for the raw materials, the increase in
values is about threefold, an increase that will be
a revelation to many who are not closely associated
with the iron producing industry.
This increase in values in no way exhausts the
importance of the iron producing industry for the
well-being and prosperity ofthe respective countries,
for the purchase of raw materials supports numerous
other industries, such as ore mines, coal mines,
coke ovens, metal works, quarries, and, furth ermore,
is one of the staple supports of the railways and
the mercantile marine. The enormous quantities of
coal required by th e iron producing industry (e. g.
in Germany 28•/. of the total coal mined) make it
the best and most important customer of the coal
mine!', more particularly because it requires for the
production of coke just the very type of coal that
is so difficult to dispose of otherwise, namely smalls.
Thus coal and iron are bound up integrally with each
other, for any curtailment of the production of the
blast furna ces, owing to the consequent reaction on
the coke ovens, in volves not only the h ea ting and
power economy of the blast furn aces and collieries
but also the lon g-distance gas supply and the recovery of the valuable by- products of the cokeovens. The value of coal is increased by more than
12 per cent through these by-products.
The whole of the economic life of a co untry, yea,
even our very being, is dom inated by th e might of
iron, for no trade, no method of transport and none
of the comforts of life are thinkable without iron
and steel. The following pages will bring us still
n earer to the domain of iron and steel, with which
coal is so closely associated.
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COMPOSITION AND SPECIES OF IRON- THE PRODUCTION OF IRON

The course of the evolution of steel is long and
multifarious. It begins in the ore and coal mines,
continues, through coke-ovens, blast furnaces and
steel works to the shaping establishments, the
foundries, rolling mills and forges, and, in most
cases, still further through refining plants of the

most varied kind. We shall now follow this route,
too, but before passing along all the by-ways the
iron has to traverse from the primeval ore deposits
to the finished steel product, it will not be amiss
to say something now about the composition and
properties of iron and steel.

Composition and Species of Iron.
Pure iron is found in a natural state only in very
small quantities, that are technicall y of no importance. Over and above this, there can be no question
of employing it for manufacturing purposes, as it is
much too soft. What we usually understand by steel
is an alloy, composed mainly of iron, but which
contains also other metals, such as manganese,
·nickel, chromium, tungsten, as well as more or less
large quantities of non-metallic substances, like
carbon, silicon, phosphorous and sulphur. The presence of some of these substances may well be said
to be undesirable, and, on the other hand, some
are added intentionally, according to the purpose
in view, in order to increase ductility, tensile
strength or hardness, to heighten the casting properties, to increase capacity of resistance to corrosion and so on. It is not intend ed to dwell here
in detail as to how the different substances affect
the behaviour of the iron, as that would be going
too far into the field of metallurgy. Mention will be
made solely of the importance ofthe carbon content,
because it is that which most decisively dominates
and influences the properties of the iron. It depends
on it wh ether the iron is malleable, whether it can
be tempered and whether it is easily made fusible
or brittle. Malleable iron, that can be formed into
all manner of shapes by forging, rolling and pressing, has a carbon content of 0.01 to about 2 per
cent, whereas brittle pig iron or cast iron, that can
easily be smelted but cannot stand forging, rolling
or pressing, has a carbon content of 2 to 7.5 per
cent (in most cases 3 to 4 per cent). Steel in its
pnmary state is a malleable iron of high tensile
strength with a high carbon content that can be

tempered, such as is essential for knives and tool
steels that are used for the machining of softer iron
and other materials. The term "steel" has of late
years come to be employed for all malleable iron.
This is due really to it being very difficult in practice to draw a hard and fast line between wrought
iron and steel, and, generally speaking, the term
employed throughout the world for all malleable
iron is, "steel". According to the process of manufacture and composition of the metal, one differentiates
between basic Bessemer, open-hearth, electric and
crucible steel, as well as nickel, chromium, manganese and tungsten steels, etc. In order to make it
easier to understand the various processes of treatment that will be described later on in the brochure
it may be mentioned that manganese, in particular
possesses the property of binding the carbon. So
that if the iron has to have a given content of
bound carbon, a manganese binding (ferro-manganese) is usually added during the treating process.
Phosphorous makes the iron very fluid as well as
brittle, whilst too much sulphur makes the iron very
brittle when at red heat, so that both these substances should be present only in very small quantities, at the outside, no more than 0.1 per cent. A
slight addition of copper (0.2- 0.3 per cent), with
invariable mechanical properties, does much to increase the capacity of the steel in resisting the ravages of corrosion. The stainless steels, in which the
danger of corrosion no longer exists, are attained
by a high chromium content and the addition of
nickel. Owing to their high price, stainless steels
are used only for architectural parts of a special
kind, furnishings, fittings, furniture and the like.

The Production of Iron.
Iron ore and ore deposits.
Apart from the small quantities of meteoric iron
that crash to the earth from ethereal regions, nature provides us with no iron whatever in the finished state, but only in the form of cltemical combinations of a complicated nature with very coarse
impurities, the ores. The iron is separated from

these ores and transformed into multifarious for-•
mations, as required.
In estimating the value of iron ore, it is not
only the amount of iron it contains that
comes into consideration, but also the chemical
combination of the iron and the composition
of the slag-forming kinds of soil likewise con-
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tained in the o;es. Thus many ores are rim in lime, greater part in the calcining process. As fine
others contain a lot of alumina, others again con- ores are a source of trouble in the blast furnace,
tain more or less large quantities of silicic acid, they are either briquetted by presses or turned into
sulphuric acid or phosphoric acid. A very important lumpy shapes by different methods of sintering
part is played by the phorphorous content, he- (agglomerating process). In the 8intering process, the
cause, when melting the ores in the blast furnace, ores are heated until the chemical substances interthe phosphorous is completely absorbed by the iron, mingle and bind themS'elves, but do not abandon
and pig iron with a phosphorous content cannot he their semi-solid state. In this way the furnace,
used in many processes for the production of mild dust, too, i. e., the particles of iron given off with
steel, e. g., in the acid converting or Bessemer pro- the waste gases from the blast furnace, are again
cess, whereas it is absolutely essential for the basic made use of, unless not blown back again into the
Bessemer process. A sulphur content in the ores is blast furnace (see page 23).
Ore deposits are distributed pretty well all over
harmful, since the sulphur makes the iron brittle
under red heat. H the sulphur is not removed prior the globe. Ore is found in Europe, Asia, North and
to melting by calcining the ores, then provision South America, Africa and in many of the islands
has to be made for the addition of sufficient lime scattered about the seven seas. The best ore deor manganese ore in the blast furnace to enable it posits in Europe are: found in.France, .followed by
to be absorbed by the lime or transferred to the those of Great Britain and Scandinavia, and then,
with smaller deposits, Germany, Spain, Russia in
slag along with the manganese.
The following are the most important ores used Europe, Austria and Luxembourg, the deposit in
the latter country being a lode of the French
in the production of iron :
Mag n e tic iron ore is distinguished for its minette field.
high iron content of 60 to 70 per cent. It is found
with both a rich and a poor phosphorous content.
The Winning and Conveyance of Ore m
Red he m at it e, with an iron content of 40 to
the Mine.
60 per cent, is likewise found with a rich as well as
The method of winning the ore depends on the
a poor phosphorous content.
Brown iron ore, the iron most frequently met geological conditions. In some places it is won in
with, appears in many different forms, the most im- open workings, such as is frequently the case in
portant being oolitic ores or limonite. The best Sweden and in Austria, in the Styrian orefields,
known of these is the minette, that is rich in phos- where the ore (spathic iron) is won in 58 floors, each
phorous and has an iron content of about 30 per cent. of 30- 40 ft. in height. Here the ore lies exposed,
Spathic iron, with an iron content of30 to 40 so that it only requires to be blasted and then
per cent, which is poor in phosphorous, is much sought loaded by large shovel excavators into railway
trucks. For drilling the holes, in which the blasting
after owing to its manganese content.
In order to rid the ores of their unsuitable com· charges are placed, use is made of the well-known
pneumatic hammer drills, Fig. I,
ponents and thus effect a saving
as are also used in quarries,
in freightage and secure advan·
galleries and coal mines. The
~ages in the subsequent meltexcavator8, Fig. 2, are often of
mg process, many ores are engigantic dimensions, the shovel,
riched by washing or by magbeing able to take several cubic
netic dressing, i. e., a portion of
yards of ore at every lift. These
the admixtures is removed, so
excavators travel along under
that the ore remaining over
their own power on caterpillar
has a relatively higher iron contracks, so that they can always
tent than before. The calcining
keep up with the rate of adof the ores, too, can help, e. g.
vance on their own, without
in the case of spathic iron, to
having to be tow ed or have
relieve the blast furnace and
rails provided.
reduce freightage considerably,
Modern excavators are made
because spathic iron loses about
of structural steel and completeone-third of its weight in the
ly welded, since they can in
calcining process through the
this way best stand the heavy
expulaion of the OX¥getr.' The
stresses and hard knocks to
sulphuric combinations, that
which they are subjected when
frequently soil the ore and
work. The driver sits on a
at
whim is harmful to the iron,
Fig. 1. Drilling bla~ting holes in an ore
adjustable seat and
comfortable,
are also removed for the
mme.
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Fig. 2. Shovel excavator loading ore loosened by the hlust
into railway trucks.

Fig. 4. The drag filling the earth into the cars standing underneath the loading chute.

controls the movements of the machine with ease
with just 2 hand and 2 foot levers.
The ore deposit is often covered 'by a layer of
soil several yards deep, that has first of all to be
cleared away before the ore can be got at. Shovel
excavators can also be employed on this work, or
even the drags, as has recently tried out with every
success in the open-workings belonging to the Ilsede
Iron & Steel Works in Brunswick, Germany. The drag,
a box open at the top and bottom, is dragged over
the earth by an electric winch, and the powerful
teeth of the drag dig into the soil and push a heap
of loosened earth on in front of it, Fig. 3. At the
end of the dragging path there is an inclined plane
of steel plate that bridges the track on which the
trams travel. The earth is then dropped into the
trams through a hole at the top end of this plane,

Fig. 4. The drag is then pulled back again by the
return rope, and the cycle repeated, so that, bit by
bit, a deep furrow is cut in the soil. The work is
then extended out to both sides by shifting the return rope pulley laterally, so that gradually the
whole area is dragged radially up to the fixed loading chute standing in front of the drag winch. In
some brown iron ore open-workings, galleries
are driven horizontally into: the working face
during the time the overburden is being removed,
Figs. 5 and 6, through which the ore is to be con"'
veyed later in trams. These galleries are connected
with the surface by shafts, that are practically vertical, through which the loosened earth is shot
over chutes down into the trams standing in the
galleries. In this way, as Fig. 5 shows, the whole
of the overburden is cleared away bit by hit.
Fig. 7 gives some idea of how the drag is used
in the winning of ore below ground. The winning
proceeds h ere in bays that gradually become bigger
and bigger, and, between which, pillars are left standing. Blasting holes are drilled into the face, Fig. 8,
and the blasted ore is loaded into trams by the drags.
As a rule the procedure is such that drilling and
blasting goes on in the one bay during the time
the loading and carting away of the ore is being
carried out in the other hay. The employment of
the drags for this purpose does not mean only a
considerable increase in output hut relieves as well
the miners of one of the most tiring and loathsome

Fig. 3. Drag removing the overburden of an ore deposit ; in
the background, the terracing for winning the ore.

Fig. 5. Section of an ore deposit with the drop holes and
gallery for removing the ore.
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Fig. 8. Pneumatic drilling
machines
drilling blasting holes in
the o re fa ce.

Fi);. 9 (below).
The. ingate in
a mme.

Fig. 6. Dri,•ing a haulage galle r~· · nlastin g
holes are being drilled during the loading of
rock or earth into the cars bv the shovel
loade r driven by compres;ed air.

jobs in mmmg, namely the loading
and hauling of the trams. The filled
trams are then drawn by a locomotive to the ingate, Fig. 9, where they
are pushed into the cages and hoisted
through the shaft to the surface.
The sectional diagram , Fig. 11 , will afford an
insight into the hoisting method employed in a pit.
The winding engine, driven by steam or an electric
wt'
~fi0%0/4Wff£?'$#d@'#"d7$
/
fiW'd%f'&W'~~W/-.

~~~~~~~~~

b

motor, stands in a large, bright hall, Fig. 10. The
hoisting rope, at both ends of which the cages are
hun g, is slung round a large driving sheave of about
23 ft. in diameter and taken along by the sheave
purel y through the friction between the rope and
the wooden facing of the sheave. When one cage is
at the bottom of the shaft, the other is at the top.
The cages have usually several floors. During the
time a tram is being pushed into the cage, that simultaneously pushes on the empties at the bottom

Fig.?. Winning ore under gro und with dra gs.
a= haulage gallery, b =ventilating gallery , c =drag win ch, J = loading c hutes, c =drag, f = hauling winch.

Fig. 10. Steam driv en winding e ngine.
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The trams coming out of the mine are speedily
empti ed by a rotary tippler that can accommodate
two or more trams simultaneously and empties the
trams by rotatin g around a horizontal axis. The ore
is usually dropped into a walled-in storage bunker,
from which it is drawn off to be dressed or' transported furth er in railway trucks. The tippler, shown
in Fig. 12, is capable of accommodating a train of
8 trams. It can travel to and fro over the whole of
the storage yard, so that th e ore can be distributed
over the whole yard, as desired.

From the Mine to the Blast Fu rnace.

tl

Fig. II . Section of 11 shaft hoisting plant.
u =winding engine, b ==·rope sheaves,
c = cage, d =cage, c = top rope, f =
g round rope, g = way boards, h = ingate, i = shaft sump, k = ledges for
guiding the cages.

of the shaft, the reverse operation is taking place
at the top of the shaft, where the full trams are
pushed out of the cage· by the empties that are
pushed in. This all passes off very quickly, as electrical or compressed air pushers, holding devices,
brakes, shaft door locking devices afford enormous
assistance to the onsetter- tha( is the man who
stands at the door of the shaft, and, in spite of the
high speed, effectually prevent accidents. When one
storey of the two cages is finished with, the cages
are raised and lowered respectively to the next storey.
The engineman at the winding engine controls
the movements of the cages, without seeing them,
by a few simple moves of the hand. His instructions
are passed to him from the onsetters at the shaft
doors by sound or luminous signals, and he depends
in other respects for the control of the engine on
the speed gauge, that shows him the travelling speed
of the cages, the depth indicator, that lets him follow the movement of the cages on a dial, and the
markings on the hoisting rope, that show him exactly
the position of the cage at the way-boards. Naturally, safety: devices are provided for the prevention of accidents. Should, for instance, the engineman, through inattention on his part, let the cage
pass the stopping places, the engine stops automatically as soon as the uppermos(and lowest position
of the cage is reached. Or again, in the event of the
brake failing to act, a safety brake is automatically
applied that brings the engine to a stop immediately. .

The ore is taken from the mine to t he storage
yards of the blast furna ces either by rail or waterway. All manner of equipment is used for loading
th e ore ships. At the ore harbour at Lulea in Northern Sweden, the self-discharging trucks filled with
the ore come from the mine, travel on to a high
fram ework on the bank, emptied there, and the ore
is then shot into bunkers, from which it is passed
on through long tubes into the ships' holds. Another
transhipping plant, also in Sweden, is shown in
Fig. 13, where the railway trucks, filled with ore,
are emptied by tilting them head on. The ore, that
drops into two bunkers, is drawn off from these into
buckets standing on an electrically driven platform
t ruck. The truck then travels to the bank, where the
buckets are lifted up one by one by a crane and
transported over the ship or the storage yard, where
they are emptied by opening the flaps, and are then
set down again on the truck.
The truck tippers can also be built for dumping
the ore direct into the ship out of the railway truck s.
Fig. 14 shows one of these tippers at a harbour in
Spain. It consists of a steel frame, in which a platform travels up and down. A truck is pushed on to
this platform, locked by catch hooks and then raised. When it reaches the highest position, the platform with truck begins to move forward over the
ship and tip simultaneously, so that the contents of
the truck fall into a chute hopper that guides the
ore into the ship's hold. There are different types
of this kind of tipper, some of them capable of tra-

Fig. 12. Portable rotary tippler for emptying several mine cars
simultaneously over an ore stora ge yard.
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to prevent it fouling the masts
of the ship either when it is travelling or when the ship is laying to. 15 to 20 wagonloads of
ore are transhipped to sea-going
vessels in one hour with these
tipping plants.
Before the ore from overseas
reaches the blast furnaces it has
often to be transported long
distances by waterway or by
rail into the interior. For this
reason gigantic transhipping
plants have been installed at a
number of ports on the North
Sea and the Baltic, particularly
Fig. 13. Wagon tipping plant for loading the ore from railway wagons into hinged,
at Antwerp, Rotterdam, Emden,
buckets, in which it is conveyed into the ship.
Stettin, Gdynia and Dantzig for
transhipping the ore from seaveiling and provided with a variable lifting height, going vessels to river and canal barges. Mighty
so that the tipping position of the truck can be loading bridges lift the ore out of the holds of the
adapted to suit the water level. An interesting tip- ships with giant crabs, when it is then placed into
ping plant of this type is shown in Fig. 15. The tilt- railway trucks or river craft, or dumped on to storing platform hangs from the· ropes of a crab that age yards. Some of these loading bridges are at
runs in a travelling loading bridge. The platform times of colossal size. For instance, the loading
can thus be set down for picking up a truck at any bridges in Fig. 16 are each 633 feet in length. The
point of the track, consequently saving the great hinged boom, that reaches out over one sea-going
deal of time lost otherwise in first having to shunt vessel and two to three river craft, is 190 feet in
the trucks. The crab then transports the truck over length. The height of the bridge up to the crane
a ship's hatchway, where it is tipped. This is done runway is 66 feet, and there is room in the storage
by pulling in the ropes at one end of the platform yard, spanned by the bridge, for one and a half
and paying them out at the other end. As the en- million tons of ore. The carrying capacity of the
tire plant is capable of being travelled, there is no hoisting gear is 30 tons, and the grab takes about
need for the ship to be warped during the loading 15 tons of ore at each lift. The automatic grab,
process, such as is the case with the stationary plant Fig. 18, is, as it were, a bucket in two parts, that
in Fig. 14. The cantilever extending out over the sets itself down, opened; .on to the heap of ore and
ship can be tipped up by an electric winch, in order is then closed by pulling in both hoisting ropes.

Fig. 14. A railway truck with ore being emptied into an ocean-going vessel.

Fig. 15. Portable wagon tipping plant with tipper crab for emptyin!( rnilwn~·
trucks into ocean-going veesels.
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built into gantries that span two
rows of track. The main storage
bunker can hold about 200 tons
of ore, and beneath it, there are
two weighing bunkers, each for
60 tons of ore, from which the
ore, that has been weighed, is
drawn off through electrically
operated gates into the truck s
standing below. The placing of
the bunker between the ship and
the railway also increases the
transhipping output. The weighing and loading of the material
into the trucks is carried out to
a certain extent independently
of the unloading of the ship, so
that delays in the one stage of
operations will not interrupt the
flow in the other stage. This is of
extend
booms
their
with
great importance when the empty
Fig. 16. Ore loading bridges, 633 ft. in length, which
190 ft. out over the water and attain transhipping outputs of up to 1,000 tons per hour.
trur.ks are held up somewhere,
or when the unloading of the ship
In doing so it takes a complete fill of ore out of the has to be stopped for a brief period for some reason
heap and is hoisted as soon as it is ~ completely or other. In the first place, the grabs of the loading
closed. It is then opened again over the spot where bridge can keep on filling the storage bunkers, and,
the ore is .to be dumped by letting out the hoisting secondly, the loading of the trucks can go on until
ropes, whilst the two other ropes, the holdin g th ere is no more ore left in the bunker.
The loading bridges, working with automatic
ropes, hold the grab head.
Transhipments of several hundreds of tons per grabs, can, of co urse, also be used for transhipping
hour are achieved with th e loading bridges accord- coal and other bulk, and then usually serve two
ing to their carrying capacities and working speeds. purposes. In Rotterdam and Emden, for instance,
The bridges, shown in Fig. 16, attain peak · outputs coal is transhipped to sea-going vessels from barges
of even 1,000 tons per hour each when tranship- comin g from the Ruhr by the sam e loading bridges
ping ore from: sea-going vessels to Rhine barges. If as tranship the ore from the ships into the barges,
the ore is transhipped to railway trucks, it is advis- that then transport it to the blast furnaces in the
able to interpose a. mobile bunker between ship and Ruhr.
In spite of the enormous dimensions of the ore
truck, Fig. 19. The purpose of this bunker is to
simplify the loading of the ore into railway trucks loading bridges, all their movements are controlled
and weigh it simultaneously. These bunkers are by just one man, who sits on a comfortable, adjust-

Fig. 17. Ore loading bridges at Stettin Harbour for transhipping ore from sea-go ing ves:;els to railway trucks.

Fi ~ .l8.

The giant automatic g ra b opens out about 27ft. for
grabbing out the ore from the shjp's hold.
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the loading equipment
of one of these blast
furnaces. In this case
the ore is conveyed
from the barges either
on to the storage yard
or into the concrete
bunkers lying between
the wharf and the blast
furnaces. Three portable gantry cranes on
the wharf bring the ore
out of the barges with
automatic grabs and,
if the ore is in a broken
state and already fit for
the smelting process,
dump it on to an intermediate storage yard,
66 feet in width, whilst
movethe
all
commands
operator
The
20.
Fig.
bunker
storage
the lumpy ore is taken
and
Fig. 19. Portable weighing
ments of the loading bridge and the auto- first of all to a portable
of up to 200 tons capacity weighs the ore and
matic grab from his seat in the travelling crab.
passes it on to railway trucks.
crusher that passes the
ore, after it has been
able seat in th e crab, Fig. 20, and controls at will, broken up, over a belt conveyor to the same interwith a few hand levers, the travelling of the bridge, mediate storage yard. The ·average outputs of the
the traversing and slewing of the cra b as well as cranes, dimensioned for a carrying capacity of20tons,
the hoisting and lowering and the opening and flu ctuate, according to the kind of ore and the build
of the ship, between 70 and 200 tons per hour ;
closing of the grab.
The barges, loaded, according to th eir size, with the lower fig ure being the output for light ores and
600 to 3,000 tons of ore, are then towed from small ships' holds. When unloading heavy, fin e ores,
Rotterdam to the h arbours of the blast furnaces in peak outputs of up to 300 tons per hour per crane
the Ruhr district. A typical blast furnace harbou r are attained.
The storage yard bridge, that tranships the ore
is shown in Fig. 21. The storage yard for th e ore is
necessary, in order that there may always be an from the intermediate storage yard to the ore hopadequate supply of ore available for feeding the pers or the main storage yard, has a width of spa n
blast furna ces, even when the barges with ore should of 164 feet and a carrying capacity of 30 tons. The
arrive rather haphazardly or fail to put in an appear- boom projects out beyond the runway 106 feet at
ance for a longer period. The blast furna ces, most the waterside end and 86 feet at the bunker end. It
favourably placed, are those located on the bank of has a clear height above the level of the storage
the waterway, as this obviates havin g to tranship yard of 72 feet. As th e travelling crab can always
the ore again to railway trucks. Figs. 22 and 23 show work with a full load, its effici ency is very high.

and, on the
Fig. 2 1. Colliery and steelworks harbour on the Rhine- Heme Canal. On the left, the coal is being loaded into barges
bridges.
loading
and
cranes
slewing
by
right, ore is being transported from the barges on to the storage yard
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Fig. 22. Blast furnace plant with preposed bunker and storage yard
located close up to the harbour. On the right, casting bay with the
pig moulding machine, skull crar.king gea•· and loading crane.

The tota l area of the storage yard spanned by the
bridge is ro ughl y 270,000 sq. ft. (25,000 sq. m), sufficient for the storage of about 300,000 tons of ore
and 12,000 ton s of coke. Pa rt of the coke is taken
by the crab dire ct to the bunker plant in front of

Fig. 23. Ore loading equipment of the blast furnace plant in
Fig. 22, viewed from the waterside. In t he foreground, a
gantry crane of 20 tons carrying capacity; in the background ,
the loading bridge spanning the storage yard.

for this purpose, into self-discharging wagons that
bring the ore along to the dump or to the bunkers.
Fig. 26 shows a blast furnace bunker that is filled
by self-dischargers and assisted by a tipping crab.
The self-dischargers are travelled over the row of
bunkers and emptied there, whilst th e ordinary
trucks are raised off th e ground by the tipper crab,
that works similar to the plant in Fig. 15, conveyed
over the bunker and tipped.
Before dealing furth er with the ore and the treatment . it subsequently undergoes, brief referen ce
may be made here to the importance and the origin
of the other two raw materials that play a prominent part in the production of iron - the fluxes and
the coke - not forgettinp; the blast, which, in a certain sense, may be regarded, too, as raw material
for the production of iron.

Fluxes.
The earthy and flinty components of th e ore put
into the blast furnaces to be smelted, as well as the
ashes of the fu el, are either very hard to melt or
will not melt at all. If t hese components, either b y
mix"ing the different ores appropriately or by adding
fluxes, were not absorbed in a more easily smeltable
combination- the slag - they would fi ll up the furnace and sto p operations altogether. Limestone is
used as flux in the great majority of cases. The

the blast furnacrs, and part of it emptied into sta ndard gauge self-discharging wagons that travel on
t he top of the wa lls of the row of bunkers and distribute the ore into the bunkers located a bit farther
away from the base of operations of the bridge.
Self-dischargers of this kind, but
at another blast furnace, are
shown in Fig. 25. Were the storage yard bridges to break down
at any time, the ore and coke
can be withdrawn from the intermediate storage yard by th e
dockside cranes and filled into
self-discharging wagons and then
transported to the bunkers.
The ore brought from the harbour or the mine to the blast
furnace is tipped by wagon tipping
plants into the blast furnace bunkers, from which it can be drawn
off at will, or else filled again by
Fig. 24. Ore storage yard with loading equipment a( a blast furnace and steelworks
in England, to which the ore is brought direct in ocean-going vessels.
elevated tippers, specially built
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the ore and the flux. Coke is used, and not coal, because most kind_s of coal tend to bake in the furnace, which would hamper the working of the furnace enormously. In addition, higher combustion
temperatures can be reached with coke, because it
is not nearly s.o inflammable as coal, and, finally,
valuable by-products, that would otherwise be lost,
are recovered by the previous coking of the coal,
as the volatile matter would escape with the blast
furnace gas (by heating the coal in the blast
furnace.)
The coking of the coal is carried out in long, narrow ovens of refractory brick that are heated from
Fig 25. Self-dischargers for 100 tons of ore travelling on the
th( outside, like retorts. These ovens are 33 feet
tops of the ore bunker walls.
long, 11 feet 5 inches high and 18 inches wide
limestone must he as pure as possible. An admixture There are usually 50 to 70 ovens in a so-called batof, let us say, gypsum does a lot of harm, because tery, and a heating chamber hetween every two
the sulphur in the gypsum is absored by the ovens. The heating medium is the gases that
iron. If one wishes to increase the phosphorous con- escape when heating the coal. It has been possible
tent when smelting pig-iron that is to be used for by skilfully designing the coke ovens, resulting in
the production of steel by the basic-Bessemer pro- an extremely favourable utilization ofthe heat of the
heating gases, to use only one half of the coke gas
cess, the flux then selected is phosphate chalk.
The fluxes are transported to the blast furnace for heating the coke oven, so that the other half is
bunkers in the same way as the ore. The coarseness available for other purposes. The coke oven plants,
of the limestone, howe~er, makes it difficult for. it directly connected with blast furnaces, have begun
to be handled with ordinary automatic grabs. The recently to use only the less valuable blast furnace
lumpy stone, in the same way as with lumpy ore, gas (see page 18) for heating their ovens, so that the
is loaded by the eight-armed Polyp grab, Fig. 27, high-grade coke oven gas, with four times the heatthat delves more easily into the heap and gets a ing value, is released for other purposes. In coke
much better fill than the ordinary clamshell grab. oven plants, where no blast furnace gas is available,
special gas producing plants, in which an inferior
sufficient for heating the ovens, is produced,
gas,
Coke and Coke Oven By-products.
installed to-day for heating the coke ovens.
being
are
It is necessary for producing iron in the blast
is of great service, especially to
procedure
This
furnaces to have not only heat but also carbon,
plants in which, owing to heavy
oven
coke
those
which plays a very important part in the chemical
of coke gas, more coke has
delivery
the
for
orders
from
obtained
are
process in the blast furnace. Both
needed in order to proactually
than
made
be
to
with
along
furnace
coke that is fed into the blast
vide the required quantity of
gas. The excess coke produced
does not collect into huge heaps,
that cannot be disposed of, as
was formerly the case, but is
utilized economically, inasmuch
as it heats the coke ovens and
thus completely releases the coke
oven gas for sale elsewhere.
The working of a coke oven
plant is carried out in such a
way that, first of all, the coal coming from the mine, principally
the less valuable fines, is conveyed by belt conveyors into the
coal tower, a large container,
standing at the top end of th e
coke-oven battery. In order to
secure a uniform quality of coke,
Fig. 27. The Polyp grab with its
Fig. 26. Wagon tipping plant for empthe coal, as a rule, is crushed and
8 crooked arms grabbing limestone and
tying the contt>nts of railway trucks
mixed before going into the
coarse ore.
into the bunkers.
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Fig. 28. Section of a coke oven will1 machines.
a = regenerative compoun(l coke oven w ith twin·druught heating, b = charging cnr,
c = pus her with leveller nnd door lifting machine, d = portable device for opening
and closing t he doors on the cak e ejec ting sid e nnd for g uiding t he cake, e =co ke
quenching cur, f = romp fo r throwing off the coke, g =belt co nveyor.

Fig. 29. Coke oven charging car in operation.

bunker. The coal is drawn off the storage bunker into the
receptacles of the coke-oven charging car that can travel
alon g over the whole of the coke-oven battery, Figs. 28 and
29. The driver stops the car over an empty oven, lifts off
the covers of the oven with a special devicP- fixed on the
car and lets the coal drop into the oven. After the oven is
filled and the covers put on again, the coal is distributed
uniformly over the oven by moving to and fro a levelling
rod , fitted on the ejector c in fig. 28. The carbonising period lasts 20- 24 hours, so that with a battery of 70 ovens,
approximately 3 ovens have to be filled and emptied every
hour. To empty an oven, the doors at the ends of the oven
are first of all opened by a device on the ejector c and by
the door-lifting car d respectively in Fig. 28, and the coke
quenching car e then travelled up in front of th e oven. The
ram of the ejecting car then pushes the complete cake out
of the oven, letting it fall into the qu enching car, Fig. 30.
The car travels with the glowing coke under the quenching
tower where it is sprinkled with water by large showers,
and is quickly cooled down and travelled to the throw-off
ramp f It is then guided through gates at the bottom end
of the ramp on to a belt conveyor g that brings it to th e
screening and loading plant, or else it is taken by a portable screening and loading device direct to the charging
buckets of the blast furna ce plant, Fig. 31. The duty of the
screening device is to separate the fine coke, that is unsuitable for the blast furnace process.
The gas escaping from the coal, that is kept from contact
with the air when heating the coal, has a very high calorific value and its composition is practically the same
as lighting gas. It is this fact that has led to the enor mous and much·talked of introduction of the long-distance
gas supply system of the Ruhr colliery district, which
has become a very profitable and important sideline of the
blast furn aces and collieries. The grid supplies, on the one
hand, the gas required by the different works of the concern, and, on the other h and, many other large industrial
concerns and small undertakings with high-grade fuel
and over 150 towns and rural communities with lighting
gas. Although the grid system of long-distance gas supply
is still in its infancy, 48,000 million cb. ft. (1,356 million
cb. m.) of gas were supplied to consumers in 1932. The
grid was 1,000 miles in length. Gigantic gas holders, the

Fig. 30. A coke cake being pushed out of the oven
that then falls into the slowly travelling quenching
car, in which it is then taken to the quenching tower.

Fig. 31. A coke screening and load ing car filling the
coke into the charging buckets standing on the car
that takes them to the blast furnace.

largest being th e one in Duisb urg-Hamborn,
347 feet in h eight, with a holding capacity
ofl 0,500,000 cb. ft. (300,000 cb. m.), store the
gas produced at the various blast furnaces
and collieries, and large compressors boost
it in the West as far as Aix-la-Chapelle, in
the North as far as the Dutch frontier, in
the East as fa r as Hanover, and in the South
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Fig. 32. Steam driven compressors that boost 3,500,000 cu. ft.
(100,000 .:b. m.) of coke oven gas per hour into: th<_longdistance gas grid.

Fig. 33. Two blast furnace blowers, driven direct by gas engines.
Each blower boosts 55,000 cu. ft. of air per minute into the
blast furnace. Length of the machine aggregate, about 89 ft.

to the Bergisch Land, Sauerland and Siegerland.
The other by-products of the coke ovens are recovered by cooling and washing the gas before it is
passed on to the consumers. It would be going too
far to dwell on the recovery process, and we shall
confine ourselves to just a brief summary of these
by-products. The main products recovered are tar,
well-known as a material for building roads and as
a medium for impregnating timber, ammonium
sulphate, that is worked into a much sought-after
artificial manure, and benzoic, from which crude
benzole, toluol, xylol and solvent naptha are recovered. The raw tar, that separates itself first of
all, is usually distilled in stages, from which we get
in succession the so-called light oils, then the medium oils and finally the heavy oils, that go off in
the form of steafi!.. The residue is then the coal pitch
that is used as the binding agent of coal briquettes
and consequently as fuel. It is not generally known
that the manufacture of artificial resin, such as bakelite, etc., that has become a very important industry in recent years, is built up on the carbolic
acid recovered from tar.1,The finest derivates of tar
are, however, benzole, toluol, xylol and napthaline,
that form the raw materials for the large and extreme·
ly important chemical industry for the production of aniline dyes as well as most of the artificial
pharmaceutical preparations, of which aspirine,
pyramidon, saccharine and the like are the best
known. The quantities of main products recovered
from one ton of coal, as the initial material, are
abt. 392 cu. yds. lighting gas, abt. 133/4 cwt. coke,
66 lbs. tar, 27 lbs. ammoniac and 22 lbs. benzole.

that is put into the furnaces. In order to enable the
air to overcome the resistance it encounters in the
piping, in the stoves and in the furnace proper
it has to have a pressure of 0.8 to 1.2 atmospheres above the atmospheric. Consequendy about
140,000 cb. ft. (4000 cb. m ) of air, referred to the
atmospheric state, are required for the production
of 1 ton of iron, so that a modern blast furnace
with a daily production of 1,000 tons, requires
4,000,000 cubic metres of air daily. If a blast furnace
plant with several furnaces produces 5,000 tons of pig
iron daily, it requires 700,000,000 cb. ft. (20,000,000
cb. m.) or 25,000 tons of air daily. The weight of
the air required is accordingly muc.h h eavier than
the weight of the solid raw material put in the blast
furnaces, and five times as heavy as th e weight of
the pig iron produced, ruther a surprising fact for
the uninitiated . These enormous quantities of air
that are constantly required by the blast furnaces,
are delivered either by turbo blowers, that work
after the manner of a large fan , or piston blowers.
Turbo blowers are less often used. In by far the
most cases, piston blowers are employed, because
they can be driven by gas engines, for which the
blast furnace gas, derived as by-product from the
blast furnace, serves as fu el. This gas can, how ever,
be burnt below steam boilers and the steam produced utilized in steam turbines for working turbo
blowers. Figs. 33 and 34 show what a large piston
blower looks like. On the right of Fig. 34 is the fl ywheel; the two cylinders in the centre being the
gas engine cylinders in which the blast furnace gas
is burned, whereby driving outputs of up to 5,000
H. P. are produced. The cylinder on the left is the
blower cylinder, where, at every movem ent to and
fro of the piston, a volume of air, corresponding to
the contents of a cylinder, is pressed into the air
container lying above the blower, and from there
into the air piping. Some idea of the size of these

The Furnace Blast.
The air requirements in blast furnace works is
far in excess of that of other works, for an enormous
quantity of air has to be blown into the furnaces
for the combustion of the huge quantities of coke
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blowers with gas engines may be gathered from th e bricks, takes on this heat, so that it flows into th e
fact that th e cylinder of the blower has a bore of 10 blast furna ce at a temperature of 700 to 800 deg.
Celsius. In the meantime anoth er stove is being
to 12 feet.
in
h eated with blast furnace gas, so that a fresh source
In spite of the high driving ou tput produced
by
of heat is again available immediately the bricks
the gas engines, about 40 "/.. of th e heat, supplied
ion
of th e first stove no longer give off sufficient heat.
the blast furna ce gas, esca pes with the combust
ese
As the heating of the stoves takes longer than t he
gases into the exhaust. The temperature of th
cooling down of t hem, two are usually switched
wa ~te gases is from 500 to 700 deg. Celsius. In
order not to lose this very considerable quantity on to gas, and a third to air, whilst a fourth is kept
of heat, it is made use of in waste-heat boilers for in .reserve irt case one of the others has to be closed
generating steam, Fig. 35. About 44 lbs. of steam down for cleaning .or repairs. That is the explanatwith a pressure of 20 atmospheres can be produced ion of the 3 to .5 black cylindrical towers, Fig. 36,
with the waste gases for every horse-power of the with the hemispherical top to be seen at every blast
gas engine. If this quantity of steam is used further furn ace works, and the ordinary mortal is often at
in stea m turbin es for the production of energy this a loss to know what they are and what they are for.
res ults in an additional output of 20 to 30 per cent Now that h ea t resisting steel can be produced, the
of the gas engine output. One can already realise stoves are also being made of steel. A steel stove
the enormous sa ving that ca n be effected by utilis- consists of coils of tubes, through which t he furnace
ing to the utmost the m eans available. A furth er blast constantly flows, whilst the blast furnace gas
interesting example of the economic utilisation of heats the tubes from outside. It thus replaces two
heat is furnish ed in the following paragraph, and Cowper stoves lined with refractory bricks, prethe whole of the power economy of the blast fur- viously described.
nace works is dealt with in detail in the penultThe Blast Furnace.
imate chapter of this brochure.
Were the air delivered bv the blowers to be blown
The blast furnace is a shaft furnace 66 to 99 feet
direct into the blast furna ce, it would cool down in height, the walls of which are lined with refractthe furnace, which would again entail the expend- ory bricks. These bricks must not only be extremeiture of a lot of heat to make good this loss. The ly insensitive to heat but must also be able to
furnace blast is, therefore, heated before being blown withstand the chemical and physical action of the
into the furna ce. This is done in the air heaters by
the gas flowing out of t he blast furnace. The air
heaters, also called Cowper stoves, are hlrge cylindrical
towers, 16 to 33 fe et in diam eter and about the same
height as the blast furn ace. With the exception of the
channels necessary for the admission of gas and air, the
stoves are lined trellis-like with refractory bricks. The
trellis-like brickwork is heated first of all by burning blast
furna ce gas. When stored with sufficient heat, the supply of
blast furnace gas is shut off, and the air from th e blower
blown in through th e trellis-like brickwork in the opposite direction. The air, through contact with the red-hot
Fig. 34. Section of a blower
with gas engine drive.

Fig. 35. Waste-heat boiler for generation of steam
with the waste gases of a gas engine.
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found to be an excellent and
cheap hea tin g medium. These
gases arc led off through pipes
at the top end of the shaft. The
throat opening is closed by a
stopper th at is co nstru cted in
such a way that no gas can
escape even when charging the
blast furnace with raw materi al,
and fluctuating gas pressures in
the gas pipe are avoided.

The Charging Equipment.
Blast furnace outputs have
increased enormously in the
last 25 years. Some furn aces produce as much as 1,000 tons of
pig-iron daily. The qu antity of
raw m aterial that has to be
supplied to them is correspondingly great. When working full
inclined
by
charged
are
that
furnaces
blast
two
with
plant
tim e, a blast furnac e requires
Fig. 36. Blast furnace
hoists. The bunkers for ore, coke and limestone, as well as the storage yard, as pe r
for a daily ou tpu t of 1,000 tons
Fig. 22, lie in front of the blast furnaces.
of iron, about 2,200 tons of
ore, 1,000 tons of coke and
melting and molten matter that comes into contact 800 tons of limestone, i. e., in all 4,000 tons of
with them. The furnace, Figs. 42 and 47, consists of raw material, equivalent to 200 railway trucks
a bottom cylindrical part, the hearth, above this weighing 20 tons each. From thi s one ma y form an
there is a broader conical part, the base. Then idea of the enormous quantiti es of materi al that a
comes the shaft tapering upwards, with the throat blast furna ce plant with seve ral furn aces consumes
opening through which the material is put. The daily and the extensive loading, storing and co nreason for th e shaft being conical is, that the ore veying equipment required for handlin g same. As
when sinking in the furnace swells through the heat the method of tran sporting the raw materials to t he
and consequently takes up more room. As the walls elevated bunkers has already been described in deof the furnace itself are not capable of carrying the tail, we shall not refer aga in to th e equipm ent reenormous weight of the charging platform at the quired for that section of transport, bu t begin now
throat, the throat stoppers, gas pipes, etc., all th ese where we left ofl' and talk ahout the devices for
parts are carried on an independent fram e buil t conveying the raw materials from the bunkers
around the furnace and provided with several ga l- into the blast furnaces - th e charging eq uipment.
leries running round the furnace, Fig. 39. So-called
tuyeres for letting in the blast are built-in round
the top part of the frame. These tuyeres are copper
nozzles connected up to the blast supply pipe. These
tuyeres would melt if not cooled by water. They
also lie in bronze or cast-iron cooling boxes through
which cold water is passed. Besides these cooling
boxes there are numerous ot her boxes built in the
walls of the furnace, for even the best of fireclay
bricks cannot stand the terrific h eat for long unless
well cooled. This cooling is absolutely essential in
the neightbourhood of the hearth and the base,
whereas cooling by the air that swishes round the
shaft, or spray water, usually suffices to cool the
top part.
The gases forming in the blast furna ce that, up
to the middle of the last century, were allowed to
Fig. 37. Blast furn ace plant wi th vertical hoists. The hopper
escape from the throat, without being utilized, are
buckets arc hoisted vertically anrl then travelled horizont ally
over the blast furnaces.
made full use of to-day, now that they have been
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Fig. 38. Blast furnace with inclined hoist for hopper bucket service.

Leaving the less important methods of charging
out of account, there are two main systems to be
described, n amely charging with hopper buckets

Fig. 39. Blast furnace plant as in Fig. 38. A charging bucket
is ascending, and a row of slag cars standing below.

and with tilting buckets. The raw materials in both
cases are usually conveyed to the throat by inclined
hoists, and, in the case of the hopper buckets, also
by vertical hoists, Fig. 37. The plant, Figs. 38 and
39, is · arranged for hopper bucket charging. The
bunker plant in front of the blast furnace consists
of a large number of r eceptacles or bins for storing
the different kinds of ore, and the ore can be filled
into the hopper buckets from each bin. These buckets stand on special, electrically propelled tru cks,
Fig. 40, and rotate while being fill ed, so that the
ore and the flux intermix uniformly. As it is very
important for the different ores and fluxes to have
a certain weight relationship to each other, when
it is desired to have the pig-iron and the slag of a
definite composition, the mixture cars are provided
with weighing equipment, and are thus known also
as scale cars. For insta nce, 10 different kinds of ore
can be taken from 10 bunker bins and, with t he
fluxes, filled into the buckets in accurate quantities.
As a rule, the mixture cars are built for 2 hopper
buckets, for the empty bucket coming from the
throat of the furnace is set down on the car and a
full one is taken up again by the hoist. These
buckets can hold 15 tons of ore or 5 tons of coke.
The coke is also taken from the bunker plant or
filled into the buckets at the coke ove n, Fig. 31.
As can be seen in Fig. 38, the runway of t he
charging plant intersects the row of bunkers and
the tracks for the mixture cars at right angles.
The filled buckets are travelled by the mixture car
underneath t he inclined hoist and exchanged for
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the empty buckets coming from
the throat. A carrying rod is fixed
on the bottom of
each bucket. The
head of this rod
is caught by the
crab that travels
on the hoist, and
run up to the
throat by this
crab. When the
bucket is being
hoisted by the
crab, the cover of
the bucket that
Fig. 41. The hopper bueket hanging
hangs from the
from the charging crab beginning to
crab, sways over
descend.
the Lucket,Fig.41,
and, upon reaching the top of the hoist, this cover
lowers itself down on to the bucket and closes it,
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whilst the bucket at the same time sets itself down on
the rim of the throat opening. The carrying rod then
lowers itself further together with the bottom of the
bucket, while the shell of the bucket remains standing on the rim of the throat opening. The pressure
of the bottom of the bucket and the fill of the
bucket bearing down on it opens the conical throat
seal, and the contents of the bucket fall into the
furnace. The furnace is closed to the outsi!1e during
the charging operation by the bucket cover, so that
no gas can escape. After the bucket is emptied, the
bottom goes up and the throat seal closes again.
The bucket then rises off the throat and begins the
down trip. The cover has again been raised, and,
when the crab stops at the bottom of the hoist runway, it hangs again so high, Fig. 41, that the holding tackle can be taken off the head of the carrying
rod of the Lucket. The mixture car then moves
forward a little, so that the full bucket then stands
right below the crab and the operation is repeated.
The empty bucket is filled again in the meantime
with a fresh mixture or coke.

Fig. 4~. Section of a blast furnace with charging plant for tilting Luckct service. The charging equipment is construc ted simila r
to tha t of the plant in Fig. 22. T op left, section of the coke Lunker lying close up to the inclined hoist.
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Fig. 't3. Mixture car of the blast f urnace plant, Fig. 42, in
fron t of the ore bunkers. T he bun ker ~ates a re opened by the
cnr d river by a device fixed on t he car.

The second method of charging, Fig. 42, works
with t wo tilting buckets th at travel up and down
t he hoist runway al ternately. The two bunker receptacles nea rest the inclined hoist are intend ed
for coke, and t he remainder for ore and fluxes. A
vessel for measurin g the coarse coke and a transfer
cont ai ner for t he fin e coke a rc affixed below each
coke bunker. T he coke from the bunker passes first
of all on to a roller gri d where the dust coke and
fi ne coke, t hat ca nn ot be used in the blast furnace,
are separated and collec ted in containers, from which
they are drawn off from tim e to time in to the buckets
of the fine coal hoist, that run on inclined tracks
pa rallel to the ch arging buckets. These buckets bring
the fin e coke to a storage bunker, fr om which it is
drawn off, when required, into railway trucks standing below the bunker. The place where th e fi ne ore
bucket is tipped and the storage bunker beneath it
can be see n in Fig. 42. Th e coarse coke is transported furth er by the rollers of t he grid and passes
into m easuring vessels that h ang in sliding weight
balances. As soon as the prescribed weight h as been
reached, th e roller grid is stopped automatically,
so t hat no m ore coke comes al ong. A flap is fitted
at the bottom end of each measuring vessel and,
on opening this flap, the coke falls down into the
ch arging bucket below.
Mixture ca rs are used again here for charging the
buckets with ore and flux. As opposed to the mix ture cars for the hopper buckets, these ha,·e two
firml y built- in weigh bunkers with devices for
opening and closing the gates on the bunker receptacles, Fig. 43. The driver of th e mixture car thus
opens th e recPptacle gates himself and draws off
the prescribed quantity of ore from the different
bins. The weighing beam for the respective kind of
ore is released ever ytime before a gate is opened
and then sufficient ore filled in until the weighing
machine acts.When the prescribed mixture is ready,
the car travels over the bottom part of the inclined

hoist and lets the mixture fall down through the
bottom fl nps into the chargin g buckets below. The
mixture car can be attended by one man. 15 -20
bucket fills of a definite composition are possible
in one hour at a t ravelling speed of 490- 690 feet
per minute.
The fill ed bucket then travels upwards and is
tilted at the top of the runway into the throat stopper. The throat has h ere a double seal in t he form
of two cones lying one above the other, the socalled furn ace bell. The charge is dumped on to
th e top cone which is t hen lowered and lets th e
mi xture fall on to the bottom cone. When there
are t wo charges lying on the bottom cone, this
cone is then lowered and the mixture falls into the
fu rnace. After each dumping, the distributing cylinder above th e top cone is turned a cer tain distan ce in accordance with a given diagram. This
enables the charge to be evenly distributed and
prevents defici encies in the working of the furn ace,
such AS unilateral passage of the gas, and th e ch arge
lying lop-sided in the furna ce, etc.
The inclined hoists h ave, naturally, to ha ve
powerful winch gears with drums from 3 feet 4
inches to 12 feet in diam eter. The engine house of
the plant in Fig. 42 is built on a high framework.
The h oistin g winch, Fig. 44, is on the top storey,
and in the bottom storey are the winch es for t he
two throat cones, for the fin e coke hoists and for
th e sounding rods, with which the stock-level of
the charge in the furn ace is measured. The bunker
for fin e coke is right at th e bottom in the fram e of
the en gine house.
In spite of the many processes linked up together
in the charging of the blast furn ace, the number of
men required to operate an up-to-date charging
plant, as sh own in Fig. 42, is only two, the driver
of the mixture car and th e driver of the h oist winch.
The duties of the mixture car driver are con fi ned
solely to the mixture car, whilst all the ot her pro-

Fig. 44. Top floor of the engine house with the hoisting winch
for the blast furnace, Fig. 42.
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F ig. 45. Overator s
stand of the charging plaut. I n the
ceutre,the luminous
s ignalling apparatus that keeps the
d river informed of
eve rything that i•
happening dur iu~
the charging ope·
nttioo .

Fig.46. Electricnlly
driven rota ry com-

pressor fta· hlow·
ing furnace du~t
into :1 blast furn:lr.<•.

cesses are co ntrolled by th e hoist driver from his
stan d, Fig. 45, in the control house und ern eath the
coke bunkers. Two control pedestals are provided ,
the one on the right being for the co ntrol of the
inclined hoist, th e throat cones, the slewing gear
for the distributing cylinder and th e sounding rod
win ches, and the one on th e left for the entire coke
chargin g mechanism, i. e., the bunker gates, the
screening devices, the measuring vessels and the
fin e coke hoists. The throwing out of th e right-hand
lever initiates the travelling of the tilting buckets
indu cing at the sa me time the necessary m ovl:' ments
of the different apparatus at the furnace throat in
positi ve sequence. The left-hand le ver s uccessively
closes or breaks the circuits for the various operations required in con nection with the charging of
th e coke.
Lamp panels, arranged in such a way as to be
easily visibl e by th e operators, keep the latter fully
inform ed of everything that is in progress. They
indicate wh ere the tilting buckets are, the number
of ch arges tilted by th e buckets into th e throat
sto pper, t he a ngle by which the distributing cylinder h as bee n turn ed, th e positions of th e throat
cones, the charging and emptying positions of the
coke meas uring vessels and the fine coke rece ptacles, the position of the fin e cokr. bucket on the
hoist and, finally, the stock-level in the furna ce.
The r esult is that, in spite of the complicated workin g of the plan t -and the fa ct that th e operator sees
hard ly anything of the actual churging, he is kept
full y informed all the time of everything that is going
on, aod all t he variou s operations pass off' without
the slightest trouble.
In order to explain th e diagram in Fig. 42, so mething ma y be said about the large cylindrical cont~iner standing between the blast furna ce and the
engine house. The preliminary cleaning of the blast
furnace gas takes place in thi s contain er. Blast furna ce
gas carries with it a co nsiderabl e a mount of furn ace
dust consisting of particles of fine ore and coke
abrasion, et c. The amou nt of dust ca n be as much
as 44 lbs. per cubic metre of gas, so that , at u blast
furna ce. with a daily output of 1,000 tons, up to

100 tons of furn ace dust are removed dail y from
the charge. As the dust content of the gas gives .rise
to very considerable discrepancies wh en used for
the production of heat and power, the endeavour,
wh ere such can be done at all economically, is to
have this dust content reduced. The preliminary
cleaning is done in such a way that the gas streaming verticall y do wnwards in its pipe at a high
speed is let into wide co ntainers and let out again
in altered directions. The greater part of the dust
set ties during the slowe r flow of the gas in the container, so that the gas on leaving the container
contains only a very small amount of dust. In most
cases the preliminary clea ned gas is th en subjected
further to a fin e cleaning process, either by spraying
it with water or filterin g it through fa bric or by an
electric process. This fine clea ning of the gas is absolute ly essential if the gas is to be used as fu el for
gas engines. The dust that coll ects in the funn elshaped bottom of the co ntain er for the preliminary
cleaning of the gas is removed in trucks and pressed
into briquett es or agglomera ted and the n cha rged
again into the blast furn ace. Some blast furna ce plants
hav e started rece ntl y to also blow the furna ce dust
back aga in in to t he blast furna ce by a special process. The du st is blown in at a point so well down
in th e charge t hat it cannot escape aga in with the
gas. The du st is carried into th e furn ace by blow ing
it in with furna ce gas taken from the clean gas main
and brought to a pressure of 4 to 7- atm ospheres by
rotary compressors, Fig. 46.

The Working of the Blast Furnace.
The blast furna ce hearth is first of all fill ed with
wood a nd coke, a nd then layers of coke and th e
mixture are superimposed in th e shaft. !Jot air is
the n blown in through th e tuye res and the hot gas
from the burning co ke rises up through t he ore
and coke charge in the shaft to the throat. The
moisture and the carboni c acid of th e mixture is
ex pelled in the to pmost layers. As th e ort sinks
into the space vacated by the burning of the coke,
it is graduall y redu ced by the gas and th e coke, i.e.,
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the oxygen is extra cted from it. In doing so, the iron usually flows off steadily through the slag tu yere
in th e ore abso rbs at th e sam e time ca rbon ; it the n higher up, that is cooled with water similar to the
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Fig. -+9. Th e~ m o lten iron runs out of the blast furnace on to
th e castin g heel prepared wit h the pig mo uldin g machine.

Fig. 50. The pig moulding machine gets th e castinl! bed ready
in half an hou r for a tappin ~ of 50 to 60 tons of m olten iron.
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Fig. 51. A skull cracker breaks up the pigs, and lifting
magnets load them into railway trucks or convey them to the
storage yard.
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circumstances compel the furnace to close down, a
blast furnace can keep on working uninterruptedly
for 6 to 8 years before having to be blown out, in
so me cases, even much longer, for by that time the
brickwork has suffered so much through the heat,
the fluctuations of the heat and chemical influences
that it has to be renewed. The charges of ore are
then gradually diminished until the entire contents of
the furnace are burnt out. After the furnace has cooled down, it is thoroughly overhauled and lined anew.
Poor markets, strikes or serious breakdow·n s in the
works may lead to the temporary closing down of
the furnace. In such a case the ore charges are
likewise continually reduced and the furnace charged solely with coke and some limestone until it is
filled entirely with coke. The blast is then turned
off and the furnace well packed. The furnace remains
warm in this way for months and can be started
up again as and when required.

ing out of the sand beforehand is done to-day mechanically with the casting bed dressing machine,
Fig. 50, that prepares the casting bed for a tapping By-products of the Blast Furnace.
We have already spoken about gas as being one
of 50 tons of iron in half an hour. The main reason
the by-products of th e blast furnaces. The heat
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yard. The casting bed dressing machin e, the penultimate chapter of this brochure.
The slag coming from the blast furn ace is either
breaking gear with the tup, weighing about 6 cwt.,
and the lifting magnets are suspended, capable of solidified in moulds or travelled in special cars and
being travelled, from long crane bridges that span sh ot on to the dump. It may also be disintegrated by
the entire casting bed and can travel to and fro over water, steam or air into finely grained sand, Fig. 54,
it, Fig. 22.
In America the pigs are usually
cast in iron moulds instead of in
sand beds. These moulds are
connected up together in an endless band. The molten iron is
poured into a ladle that is then
travelled to the casting machine
and cast into the moulds of the
slowly running band, Fig. 52.
When the fill ed moulds reach the
reversing point of the band, the
moulds tip over, so that the pigs,
that have solidified in the meantime, fall out, if need be, direct
into railway trucks, Fig. 53.
The workin g in the blast furnace goes in this way from day
to day, year in and year out,
Figs. 52 and 53. Pouring the molten iron into the casting machine and throwing off
the solidified pigs nt the end of the machine.
without stopping. Unl ess other
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for slag wool, which is the finest by-product of the
slag, and is used as a heat insulator and sound
deadener. The best kind of slag wool looks just like
cotton wool and cost.s as much as 15s per too.

The Iron Foundry.
Approximately one-sixth . of the total pig iron
production is used in the making of foundry products ; the other fiv e-sixths being worked into steel
in the steel works. Before we follow th e progress of
this larger qu antity of iron and its conversion to
steel, we shall take a peep into an iron foundry.
It is only in rare cases that the pig iron coming
Fig. 54. Crnnuloting plant for handling obout 20 tons of blastthe blast furnace is cast directly into mould
from
furnace slag per hour.
castings in an adjoining foundry. This is du e, apart
from various technical difficulties, to the fact that
or handl ed in so me other way suitable for the pur- th e requirements of th e iron foundry, in respect of
pose for which it is to be used ultimately. The the properti es of the pig iron and the quantities
amount of slag obtained is 0.6 to 1.1 ton for every required, are mostly so varied that the blast furnace
ton of pig iron won. These quantities of slag are can only be adapted very meagrely to the foundry
really a nuisa nce unless th ey ca n be utilised profit- requirements. For this reason, iron foundries are, as
abl y as a by-product and sold, not forgetting th_at ·a rule, entirely separate from the blast .furnaces.
the dumping of the slag on the heaps also entails They are eit her independent undertakings or affilcosts. A blast furnace in the Sarre Basin estimates iated to engineering works that are then the main
its outlays for grou nd area required, transport and customers for their products. They procure the raw
dumping of the slag intended for the heaps at one iron in the form of pigs that had been cast in the
shilling per ton. lt was, therefore, necessary for th e blast furnace casting bed or with the casting mablast furna ces to find a market for this waste pro- chine and resmelt it in cupolas. The desired comduct. The result was the founding of a number of position of th e cast iron is attain ed by mixing
side-indust ries affiliated to the blast furnaces, in different kinds of pig iron with more or less heavy
which the slag was worked into useful form s of additions of scrap. Like the blast furnac e, the cupola
merchandise. The consumption in Germany for is a shaft furnac e, but not nearly so large. The pig
1930 is estimated as follows: I,000,000 tons for the iron, scrap, and coke, as the fuel, are filled into the
making of slag c~ment and iron portla nd cement, furnace from the top, Fig. 55, and the molten iron
1,200,000 ton s for the making of ballast for road collecting at the bottom of the furnace is drawn off
building, perm a n ~nt way bedding and concrete, through a tapping hole, filled into ladles and cast
1,300,000 tons for gob stuff in mines and for dump- into the shapes that have been prepared beforehand.
ing purposes, 600,000 tons for th e making of
Sand moulds are e mployed as a rule. These may
bricks, :iO,OOO tons for the making of light slag, be either composed of green sand (i. e. moist sand)
6,000 tons for moulded paving stones, 5,000 tons or mass (i. e. dried shapes). The sand used in the
moulding of the iron must have special properties
for this"purpose has to be dressed, i. e., dried,
and
Fig. 55. Charging a
cupola with a monorail crab.

Fig. 56. View of an
iron foundry. Casting
moulds can be seen
in the right foremoulders
ground ;
are seen at work in
the background.
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the castings by saws, grinding machines or pneumatic chisels, Fig.
59. Then the sand sticking to the
surfaceis removed by steel brushes •
or sand-blast apparatus. The casting is finally despatched to the
mechanical workshop or to the
customer, or it is first of all painted, enamelled or given a facing
of other metals, either to improve
its appearance or as a protection
against rust:.
Ordinary cast iron is brittle
and cannot be forged. The case
is different, however with the
malleable casting that is cast
from iron of a given composition
and then annealed for several
Fig. 58. The iron melted in the cupola
Fig. 57. Stamping the moulding sand
days on end in a packing of
and filled into a ladle being carefully
with a pneumatic stamper, and lifting
mould.
sand
the
into
poured
grained red hematite. This treatblock.
electric
an
with
off a mould
ment has the result of making
the cast iron flexible and ductile,
forged. Only smaller objects of
be
then
can
it
and
pulverized, mixed, frequently provided as well with
such as gas-pipe angle pieces,
thickness,
wall
slight
the
an addition of coal dust in order to prevent
and window fittings, keys
door
vehicles,
for
fittings
the
of
sand burning on to the iron. For the dressing
that can be made cheaper
products,
mass
other
and
equipment,
extensive
possesses
foundry
sand every
are made from malleforging,
by
than
casting
by
plants,
pulverizing
ovens,
drying
of
consisting
castings.
able
iron,
the
separating
for
devices
plants,
screening
mixing plants, etc. The moulds are dried in drying
Chilled castings are iron castings that have a
chambers that are heated by the cheapest kind of hard surface, such as are used more particularly
fuel available, either by coke, lignite, producer gas for rolls for metal rolling mills, paper mills, and
or blast-furnace gas.
the like. This hardness of surface is attained by
To prepare a mould, Figs. 56 and 57, it is ne- casting iron of a special composition in moulds
cessary first of all to make a pattern of wood or made wholly or partly of cast iron. A lot of ht>at
metal of the casting that is required. The pattern is is extracted at the points where the molten
then embedded in the moulding sand and the sand iron comes into contact with the cast-iron mould,
compressed round it in such a way by stamping or and it solidifies rapidly, the separation of graphite
pressing or shaking it that the shape of the pattern being suppressed. A hard surface is thus obtained
remains as a hollow space in the sand mould after at these points, whilst the other points of the
the pattern has been carefully lifted out of the mould casting, and particularly the interior, remain soft
again. The casting is made by pouring the molten and tough.
iron into this hollow space, Fig. 58. If the casting is
to have hollow spaces, then sand or mass bodies
of corresponding shape, the cores, are placed in the
mould. Enormous skill is frequently required for
the making of the moulds, for some of the pieces to
be cast are of most intricate shape with hollow
spaces of the most varied nature, all of which have
to be in exact position. The slight shifting of a core
or part of a mould might render the whole casting
useless, so that, for this reason, every care and accuracy must be exercised in lifting off and placing
on the individual parts of the mould.
After they have solidified, the castings are lifted
out of the moulds, and the sand is used again after it
has been dressed. The runners, rising gates, casting
seams, and the like, are removed first of all from

Fig. 59. The seams are removed from the castin gs with pneumatic chisels.
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The Making of Steel.
· Processes for makin g Steel.
The convers ion of pig iron to malleab le iron
consists substan tially in elimina ting completely
or partiall y the surplus compon ents by combus tion, by using either the oxygen of the air or
the oxygen contain ed in the ores. Some of these
escape in the form of gases, whilst others, through
their combin ations due to oxidatio n, form a slag.
This is known to the metallur~ist as the fining
process. There are first of all two ways open to
him in tlus process of elimina tion. In the first process the convers ion · of the pig iron to malleab le
iron is done at a temper ature . below the smelting point of the malleab le iron. The iron become s
malleab le in a doughy state through the welding
together of the iron crystals, · whereb y sulphur ,
phosph orus, silicon, mangan ese, and a part of the
carbon, burn away. The final produc t is called
puddled steel, and the process is known as puddlin g,
because the doughy mass has to be kept on being
stirred and turned by the workme n. This process is
employed only very rarely nowada ys. The more
efficient processes are those in which the smeltin g
temper ature is exceede d and the final produc t won
in the molten state. The malleab le iron produce d is
called mild iron, which, as mentio ned at the beginning, is better known to-day as mild steel, or
just, steel. The mild steel is produce d in the converter by the acid and basic Bessemer processes or
in the open-he arth furnace by the Siemen s-Marti n
process. In the Bessemer process, the molten iron
is poured into a pear-sh aped tiltable vessel, the converter. Compressed air is then blown through the
perfora ted bottom of the vessel. The oxygen in the
air causes the carbon, silicon and mangan ese of the
pig iron to burn away. After about 20 minutes
blowing time, the convers ion of iron to steel . has
taken place.
It has not been possible by the Bessemer process
to remove the phosph orus from the iron. This is
due to a basic slag being necessa ry for separat ing
the phosph orus, that will bind and absorb it. A slag
of this nature could easily be attaine d by an addition of lime, but, owing to the close affinity
of lime to silicic acid, such a slag would quickly
destroy the bricks lining the convert er that are rich
in silicic acid, so that in the Bessemer process, only
pig iron, with a slight phosph orus content can be
worked. In order to be able to blow also pig iron
with a high phosph orous content in the convert er,
the Thomas or basic Bessemer process was introduced. The only difference betwee n the Thoma s
process and the Bessemer process is that the converter is lined with dolomit e rich in lime instead of
bricks rich in silicic acid. This slight alterati on has

the importa nt effect, when blowing , of a slag, rich
in lime, being formed through the additio n of lime,
withou t there being any fear of the lining being
destroy ed prematu rely, and this slag then absorbs
the phosph orous from the iron. As German pig
iron, due to ~he iron ores available, has more phosphorou s than is desirab le in steel, the Bessem er
process plays only a subordi nate · part in German y,
wherea s a gre11t deal of steel is produce d by the
basic Bessem er .process. The paramo unt factor
is that both in the Thoma s as well as in the
Bessemer processes, in contras t to all other metallurgical processes, no heat is supplie d from outside
for pn·pari ng the steel, for the necessa ry amount of
heat is won {rom the combus tion of the admixtu res
of the iron - silicon, mangan ese, carbon and phosphorous . The compre ssed air is delivere d by blowers,
that work in exactly the same way as the blast
furnace blowers (see page 17), the only differen ce
being that a higher pressur e (about 3.5 ats. abs.) is
necessa ry.
In the open-h earth process, the fining of the pig
iron is done in a hearth furnace that is heated with
gas. The lining of the furnace , in the same way as
with the convert er, can be either "acid", corresponding to 'the Bessem er process, or "basic" as in
the Thoma s process. With a basic lining, itl the
same way as in the Thoma s process, the phosph orous
is separat ed from the bath. The oxygen for the oxidation is supplie d on the one hand by the air of
combus tion carried with the heating gas and on
the other hand by an admixt ure of iron ore to the
bath. The pig iron can be inserted either in the
solid or liquid state. In order to effect a saving in
the h eat require d for melting the iron, the pig iron
is, naturall y, brough t whenev er possible in a liquid
state direct from the blast furnace to th e steelwo rks.
A factor of vital importa nce for the process is that
also steel scrap can be put into the open-h earth
furnace at any desired percent age of the entire
charge. This has led to the open-h earth process
gaining more and more in importa nce, especia lly in
German y, for since she lost the greater portion of
her ore deposit s, scrap plays a very importa nt part
as raw materia l in the product ion of steel in that

Fig. 60. Section of the mixer
and convertt:r bay of a basic
Bessemer steelworks.
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THE BASIC BESSEMER STEELWORKS
Fig. 61 (left). Section
of the mixer and converter bay of a basic
Bessemer steelworks.
One of the casting
ladles hanging from
the 100-ton cranes is
being fillf'd with molten iron from the mix·
er, and the other is
pouring molten iron
mto a converter (see
Fig. 60).

Fi g. 63 (right). Filling
a casting ladle below
t he mixer.

country. On th e average, 40 to 45 per cent of th e
entire pig iron produced in Germany is attribu ted
to old scrap, and the bala nce to ore.

The Basic Bessemer Steelworks.
Basic Bessemer steelworks are nearly always connected up to-day to a blast furnace works, in order
that the iron filled into ladles at th e blast furna ce
can be delivered in the molten state. The ladles
filled with the molten iron are travelled to the
steelworks, Figs. 60 and 61, where th ey are emptied
by an electrical tilting device into the mixer, Fig. 62.
The ladle is frequently lifted off the car by a travelling
cran e with a carrying capacity of 100 tons or more
and em ptied into the mixer. The mixer is a large container that not only equalizes the flu ctuations in the
composition of the individual raw iron tappings but
ser ves at the same time as a co ntainer for co mpensating the flu ctuations in th e supply of pig iron
and the requirements in the steelworks. It is usually
constructed in the form of a cylinder and has a
h olding capacity for about 1,300 to ns of pig iron.
The mixer is arranged for heating, in order to keep

th e slag warm and prevent the iron cooling down
too mu ch when it is stored in it for a longer
period. Coke oven gas or blast furnace gas serves
as t he fu el for heating the mixer. When iron is to
be taken from the mixer, the latter is tilted around
its horizontal axis, so that the iron pours into a
ladle, Fig. 63. A crane lifts the ladle and empties it
into one of the con verters arranged alon gside one
another in a row, Figs. 64 and 65. The conver ter
holds up to 40 tons of raw iron. Its outside diameter
is as much as 16 ft. and its height up to 26 ft. The
converter is tilted with the help of a rack and a
hydraulic cylinder. The lining and the bottom arc
of dolomite pulverized in a special dolomite plant,
pressed into bricks or formed into a perforated
bottom and burned. The perforated bottom, that
has to be renewed more often than the lining, can
be interchanged by a special car for inserting
bottoms. The com pressed air is brought to the converter through one of the two trunnions and then
flows through a pipe into the space below the perforated bottom. Before the iron is put in, lime is fed
from th e top through a pipe to the conv erter t hat
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Fig. 62. The molten iron fill ed into the casting
ladle nt the blast furnace being poured into the mixer.

Fig. 64. Diagra m of the working of a conve rter in a basic llcssemer steelworks (Ex "De utsch er Stahl", pultlished by the Beratungsstelle fiir Stnhlverwendun g).
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Fig. 69 (left).
Scrapyard of an
open-hearth st..elworks with magnet
crane.

Fig. 70 (right).
Polyp g rab filling
the charging boxes
with scrap. I n tbe
background, mono·
rail crab, and, on
the right, travelling
crane, both provided with devices for
picking up the full
boxes.

cranes provided with tongs available for this work.
It is a most interesting experience to see the stripping and tong cranes at work, for they, guided by
invisible forces, grip hold of t he ingots and moulds
and carry them away, a job that cannot be performed by hum an effort, owing to the enormous
heat thrown off by the ingots and moulds.

The Open-Hearth Steelworks.

An open-hearth steelworks can be recognised
immediately from afar off by its extensive scrapyard, Fig. 69, on which the scrap brought by rail is
stored in huge heaps. Portable cranes, that span
the entire yard, unload the scrap from t he trucks,
fill the charging boxes for the open-hearth furnaces
and convey the filled boxes up to where the cranes
The Bessemer Steelworks.
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Fig. 74. Section of an up-to-date open-hearth steelworks. From left to right:
bunker bay, producer bay, scrap bay, furnace bay, casting bays, bloom store
and loading bay.

1

of special co mposition, in which o coil of copper
wire or aluminium wire is placed. If an electric
current, that is suppli ed along a cable from the
dri\'cr's cabin on the crane, be passed through the
coil, the magnet radiates linrs of force and firmly
h olds all iron within its range of attraction. If the
current is cut off, the magnetic attractive force
disappears, and the iron drops off the magnet. Of
course, besides the scrap, steel ingots, plates, girders,
rails, etc. ca n Le lifted by the magnets, and for such
purposes, rectangular magnets have also been developed, (cf. Fig. 123).
Very large pieces of scrap or steel castings have
to be broken up, as th ey would otherwise not go
through the doors of the open-hearth furnaces. For
this purpose, skull cracker cranes, Fig. 72, are used,
which, with the h elp of a magnet, raise a heavy
steel ball, 8 to 10 tons in weight, and let it drop
down on to th e piece to be broken up.
Pieces of scrap, such as tins, buckets, wire, hoop
iron and the like, which take up a lot of room in
proportion to their weight, do not make full use by
far of the carrying capacity of the furnace charging
machines, cause mu ch loss of time when being inserted in the furnace and, in addition, are a constant
so urce of harm for the process in the furnace, inasmuch as the doors, on their account, have always

to be opened again and again, letting cold air into
the furnace. Scrap of this kind is, therefore, firmly
pressed together by a scrap baling machine, Fig. 73,
so that it then takes up far less room and is formed
into bales that can be inserted in the furnace with
ease by the charging machines. The bales are pressed
so tightly that they do not fall to pieces even
though they are bumped heavily several times, and,
on the other hand, admit of the passage of g~s
through them and consequently do not interfere
with the working of the furnace. The pressing box
of t he baling press is filled with light bulky scrap
by th e lifting magnet or the Polyp grab. The scrap
in the box is then pressed downwards by a ram
coming down from above and then by a second
ram from the side, that also pushes out the finished
bale through the opened door.
Fig. 74 shows the section of an up-to-date steelworks. Starting from the left, there is first of all a
bay, in which the fluxes - ore, lime and dolomite for the production of the steel, are stored, Fig. 75.
A large bunker plant with several pockets accommodates the fluxes brought along by a bucket
crane and passes them, as required, on to the
charging boxes. The filled boxes are then conveyed to the open-hearth furnaces on a suspension track.

Fig. 75. Bunker bay with the lime, dolomite and ore bunkers.
T op left, suspension track with device for taking up the
charging boxes.

Fig. 76. Producer plant with revolving grate producers in
which the gas for heating the open-hearth furnaces is
produced.
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Fig. 77. Cove red-in scrapyard with magnet and box transporting cranes. On the right, the bench for the boxes, and over
it, the monorail crab coming from the bunker bay, Fig. 75, or
from the storeyard, Fig. 70.

Fig. 78. Furnace bay with the open-hearth furnaceR on the
right and the bench for the boxes on the left. The furnace in
the foreground is charged with liquid pig iron, and the second
furnace is being charged with scrap by a charging crane.

The producer hay, Fig. 76, lies alongside the
bunker bay. It is here that the gas for heating the
open-hearth furnaces is produced. Each producer
comprises a lined shaft, into which the fuel is fed
from the top through a seal provided with a distributing appliance. The shaft is closed at the bottom
by the grate and the ashpan. In the more modern
types, the grate keeps on rotating slowly, automatically discharging the ashes, and uninterrupted
working is thereby attained. The water is driven out
of the fuel in the form of steam by the hot gases
that rise up from the combustion chamber, the
volatile components then escape, and the solid
carbon then remaining over is finally transformed
into combustible gas, into carbon oxide. The lean
gas produced in this way has a calorific value of
115 to 160 British thermal units per cubic foot according to the fuel and the efficiency of the gasification.
The chimneys that have to lead off the wa~te
gases of the open-hearth furnaces stand between
the producer bay and the scrapyard behind it. As
the open-hearth steelworks have usually several
furnaces standing alongside one another in a row,
an open-hearth steelworks can be recognised a long

way off by the row of chimneys standing equidistant
in a long row. The scrapyard, alongside the row of
chimneys, is roofed over in the steelworks shown
in Fig. 77. The magnet cranes unload the railway
trucks, seen on the left of the illustration, and fill
the scrap or also pigs into the charging boxes standing on a bank on th e right. The suspension track
crabs coming from the bunker bay and from the
reserve store for scrap and pigs, lying behind the
bay, also set down filled boxes on the bank and
pick up empty ones again and bring th em along to
the filling point.
The tiltable open-hearth furnaces, with their
spouts extending out into the casting bay, stand on
the right in the furnac e bay, Fig. 78. The charge of
molten pig iron, brought along from the mixer in the
same way as in the basic Bessemer process, is poured
into the furnace out of thP. ladle suspended from the
crane over a channel, whilst the solid charge pigs, scrap, flux es - is inserted by charging cran es.
The charging cranes, Fig. 79 and 80, have a horizontal boom, the peel, the end of which is coupled
by means of a simple device with the full charging

Fig. 79. Diagram of a charging crane and section of an openhearth furnace.

Fig. 80. A charging crane placing the box filled with scrap
into the furnuce.
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heated, whilst the w11ste gases
are guided through n seco nd
pair of regenerators, that
served previously as a source
of heat btJt which again start
to store up heat afresh. As
the waste gases have still a
amount of heat,
considerable
25322 -.J2~·272h
also after leaving the regenerators, they are not led off"
direct to the chimney, but
first passed through a wasteFig. 13 1. Dingrnm of an opcn-hrnrth furnace.
brat boiler, so that, by the
Arcor<linK to thr •r tting o f thr vuiH ~unnrt, tlw uir o f cornbuHtion flowa eith er into the lrft or the ri!\'ht
time they pass into the
ht·at r<'gcnC'rut or. whil ~l th e ho t guM flowing ~ ul f! ( thr furna ce IH"uts up the othe r rcgc n eru~or. Behmd
the vnl\-(' then• i~ u second one for ~UA whtch 1s led through the Hlnullcr regcnerutor lymg on the
they have emitted
chimney,
.
8~!
ou L• ioe '(••• l•"ig.
'
practically all their heat. The
boxes standing o n the bank. The hox is th en slewed advantages of the waste-heat boilers were already
round, brought in front of an oprned furn ace door, stated in connection with the blast-furnace blowers.
travell ed int o the furna ce a nd t ilted. All move- They ge nerate from the waste gases of the openmrnts, i. c., tho liftin g up of the boxes, the longitu- hearth furnaces about 650- 1100 lbs. steam of a
dinal and transverse travelling, hoisting and lower- pressure of 17 atmospheres a bsolute and 350 deg.
ing, Iewin g and tilting, are controlled by the driver Celsius superheating per ton of steel produced.
If th e steelworks is connected up to a blast furof the crane, who can ob erve th e whole proceedings from his stand and can see into th e opened nace works or coke oven plant, the open-hearth
furnace. The furnace doors are, naturally, opened furnaces are heated by coke oven gas instead of
only for th e moment during which the box is run producer gas. The coke oven gas is then either guided
in and tilted, for, otherwise, the cold air flowin g in without being preheated into the furnace, or, mixed
would adversely affect the working of th e furna ces. with blast-furnace gas, used in the same way as the
The emptied box is set down again on the ba nk, producer gas.
When the fimng process has advanced suffiand the crane picks up the full box stancling alongside and conveys it to the furnace where the process ciently, then ferro-manganese or Spiegel iron is added, as in the basic Besse mer process, and, if need be,
is repeated.
The open-hearth furnace, mostly tiltable to-day, other metals as well, such as nickel, chromium or
like the mixer, is built in all manner of sizes, with th eir ferro-alloys, if special steels of a definite comcapacities from 5 tons to 300 tons. The furnaces position are to be produced. The finish ed steel is
mostly in vogue have capacities from 80 to 100 tons. then poured through the tapped hole by tilting the
The furnace, shown in Fig. 81, has a hea rth in dined furnace. The steel is poured into a ladle suspended
sli <rhtly to the tapping side. The inlet ports for from the casting crane, Fig. 83, that takes the molten
ai~ and gas are located above on the narrow sides. steel to the moulds, into which it is poured in the
The flam e, caused by the combustion of the gas, same manner as in the basic Bessemer process.
The casting bays of a modern steelworks present
heats the inserted iron and melts it, and the hot
gases of co mbustion are led off through flues on a wonderful spectacle, Fig. 84. Huge travelling cranes
spanning the bay swing the
the other narrow sid e of the
casting ladles, up to 300 tons
furna ce. The gases then flow
in weight, through the air,
through a pair of regenerobedient to the touch of the
ators, which, similar to the
crane driver ; other cranes
Cowper stoves of the blast
are busy stripping the moulds
furna ces, are built of checkeroff the ingots, loading the
ed refractory brickwork,
ingots, bringing them along
where they give off a part of
to their appointed place, and
their heat. When the regenerso on. Everything is carried
ators have been heated suffiout in perfect order and
ciently, the flow of the air
in accordance with a welland gas is reversed by special
conceived plan, for every
devices, Fig. 82. The gas and
crane
every
man and
air thus flow through the
Fig. 82. Reversing valves for gas and air fo r a n openheated regenerators, so that hearth furn ace. The box bench with the charging has a given job to perform.
they enter the furnace highly
boxes cnn be seen above the vnlves.

UTI LI SATIO~

OF SLA G IN THE STEEL\\'ORKS -

Fig. 83. The steel pours out of the tilted open-hearth furnace
into the casting ladle suspended from the casting c rane.

Utilisation of Slag in the Steelworks.
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Fig. 84. View of the casting bay of an open-hearth steelw orks
t hat is served by several cranes.

ever, as also in the case of the slag in the Bessemer
pr ocess, as it still "contains iron and manganese,
added to the charge put into the blast furnace.

T he slag produced in t he basic Besse mer process weighing about 25% of the pig iron charge-contai ns
about 20 "/o of phosphoric acid. After the slag has
been fin ely ground, it provides an excellent manure
that is greatly in demand by the farm ers. Before
pouring out the steel, the slag is fi lled into a specia l
container, Fig. 86, in which it coo ls down. The container is a conical hood that s tands on a wagon
with a rem ovable platform. The so lidifi ed slag is
then travelled to the slag yard, Fig. 85. A crane
with a special suspension lifts off the hood, sets it
down on one side and then lifts the platform with
the slag and tilts the latter on to t he yard where
th e cake breaks up into more or less large pieces.
A seco nd crane, equipped with an automatic grab,
fills th e slag, as required, into the bunkers of the
slag grinding plant.
The slag produced in the open-hearth furnac es
can also be used as manure if it has a sufficientl y
high content of phosphoric acid. It is mostly, how-

The t ensile properti es of every steel can be
greatly influenced and improved by r emelting it or
by treating it in different ways with heat. H.emelting was done formerl y on ly in crucibles that we re
placed in crucible furnaces. This process of refining - the crucible stee l process - is best known
in conjunction with the name Krupp, as it was
Friedrich and, after him, Alfred Krupp, who w ere
the first to use it with success for the ma nufa cture
of all kind s of high-grade steel, heavy rolls, swages
and gun barrels. Other metal s ha ve also been added
for quite a long time now to the crucible steels in
order to endow th em with special properties. T he
crucib le steel process is used onl y very r arely nowadays, because th e electri c furna ce works more

Fig. 85. Slag yard of a basic-Bessemer steelworks. On the ri ght,
the bunker of the slag grinding plant.

Fig. 86. Diagru111 of a tilt able electric furnace. The mel ting
heat is produced by the formation of an arc.

Refining the Steel.
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such as high-speed steel, nickel
steels, spring steels and stainless steels can be made in the
same furnace.
A charging device has been
recently developed that makes
it possible for the charging intervals to be cut down to minutes. Formerly the solid charge,
as in the case of the open-hearth
furnace, had to be inserted
through the door of the furnace,
whereas it is inserted in the
electric furnace from the top in
a basket made of steel sheet and
strip
; the lid of the furnace
Fig. 87. Placi ng the scrap into an electric furnace with basket cha rging.
having been taken off beforeband, Fig. 87. A lot of time is
cheaply, is less insisten (~on th e quality of the saved in this way, many more melts can be got
charge, and the working of the furna ce is more out of th e furnace, and the loss of beat throu~h the
easil y supervised and directed. The electric furnace radiation of the vessels during the long process of
is used principally for making carbon steels of high charging by hand is avoided, thus considerably repurity and allo y steels, in which the special pro- ducing the current consumption.
perties are not influenced by the carbon so much
· Fol_" the refining of the steel by heat treatment,
as by the other elements added (chromium, nickel, there are a whole number of processes, which
vanadium, molybdenum, man ganese, silicon). The cannot be gone into detail here individually, for it
heat in the electric furnace, Fig. 86, is not produced is one of the most complicated stages in the treatby fuels but by electric current, by the formation ment of steel, that calls not only for careful study
of an arc, so that th ere is no question of the steel but wide experience if all its fine points are to be
being soiled by fuels or the firing gases. Like in the mastered. Discrimination is generally made between
open-hearth furnace, the electric furnace can be cementation, annealing, hardening and tempering.
worked with fluid or solid charge and even with Cemented steel is got by heating the steel packed
both. As the cost of working an electric furnace is in substances with a coal content, especially charprimarily influenced by the price of the current, it coal, often for two to three weeks on end. Case
is frequently cheaper to work with a fluid charge, hardening is rapid cementation with subsequent
and refine basic Besse mer or open-hearth steel in hardening. If the steel, heated to a certain temperthe electric furnace, i. e., extensively remove phos- ature - the hardening temperature- is quenchphorous, sulphur and oxygen. Every possibility is ed in water or oil, hardened steel is obtained, which
thus afforded of regulating the composition of the has then, for certain reasons, to be h eated once
steel to a minute degree, and all kinds of steels, again to a lower temperature than before in order

Fig. 88. Teeming the refined steel out of the electric furnace.

Fig. 89. Preparing the mould for a large steel casting.
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strips, wire rods, sheet, etc., or
to the forge where it is forgr d
into crankshafts, boiler drums
a nd the like. If, however, the finished piece is to be of complicated shape, that cannot Le done
by rolling and forging, then the
steel, similar to the method
when casting iron, is cast into
refractory moulds of the shape
of the fini shed product. The
moulds arc made exactly in th e
sam e way as the moulds for
casting iron, the only difference
being that, generally speaking,
mass mould s, that have to be
well dried, are used for large
castings. Smaller castings are
cast like cast iron in undried
moulds. Verv thin-walled and
pieces can now be
complicated
Fig. 90. Casting a la rge steel casting of 135 tons in weight from several ladles
simultaneoush-. Including the runners and rising gates 160 tons of steel had to be
cast from steel, and steel casting
cast for this job.
·
will always be adopted when it
is a question of obtaining hi ghly
to deprive it again of a part of its hardn ess. This . stressed castings, for which cast iron no longer
reheating is called t empering. Annealing removes suffices. The molten steel for the steel foundry
the stresses in steel structures by heatin g them uni- is, in the case of large r castings, Figs. 89 and 90,
forml y in every zone of their cross-sectio.n and th en mostly supplied by open-hearth furnaces. Thincooling them down again slowly. In hardening the walled pieces are frequentl y cast from t he Bessemer
steel the steel body is heated to hardening temper- converter that d elivers a hot steel that also fi lls out
ature and then quenched in oil. It is then heated thin cross-sections. The electric furn acr, too, has
to a definite temperature that will ensure either found its way into the steel foundri es, that makes
no, or only very slight, hardness remaining, because it possible of not only obtaining a hot steel, i.e.,
no lastin g hardness is intend ed, but more a refine- thin cross-sections, but faultless casti ngs, too. Even
ment of the texture. Examples that may be cited castings of alloy steel and stainless steel are being
made in la rge quantiti es with the help of the
are armour plates and gun barrels.
e lectric furnace. In co nsequence of the excellence
with which it ca n be adapted to the working reThe Steel Foundry.
quirem ents, the elec tric furnace is very well suited
By far the greater part of the steel produced in for steel foundri es, that is to say if the pri ce of
the steel works passes in the form of steel ingots to th e electric current justifi es its employment from
the rolling mill to be rolled down to rails, gird ers, th e point of view of economy.

The Mechanical Treatment of the Steel.
Shaping by Forging and Pressing.
We have already been told that by far the greater
part of the steel produced in the steel works
(about 98 "/o) is cast in the form of ingots and then
fina lly shaped in the rolling mill or in the forge.
Steel casting is retained solely for those Rhapes that
cannot, or only under great difficulty, be attained
by forging, pressing or rolling. The property of the
steel is nuch improved by the kneading and compressing it undergoes during rolling or forgi ng, so
that it becomes firmer, tougher and, to a certain
extent, flexible.

Forging is one of the old est handi crafts, so thut
th ere is ha rd ly any need to dwell here on th e technique o f this well-known method of shaping every
known kind of metal, suve to say th at handwork is
giving way more and more to mecha ni cal work
with forgin g hamm ers. A modern forging hammer,
Fig. 9 1, is driven by steam or co mpressed air. Th e
hammer, often man y ton s in weight, obe.ys ea ily
and rapidly the con trolling movemen ts of the driver.
Its terrific blows shake t he whole of the surroundin gs, and with very h eavy hammers, this can even
beco me altoge ther unbearable. Therefore, h eavy
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forgings arc prepared by forging
presscs,driv en hydruuli cully, that
not only preve nt
all vibration when
treating the forging but a lso work
th e m eta l more
thorou ghly than
th e humm er, th e
a ction of which
is too transient
to permit of the
surface particles
transmitting th e
press ure to the
core. Hummers
Fi~. 9 1. Air humnwr for for ging smaller
pirccs in the for~r, of nn enginee rin g
still hold
the
wo rk s.
fi eld, howe ver, for
forgings of medium weight and, more particularl y, for small forgings, beca use tht·y work qui cker th an the presses.
Th e work perform ed by th e forging hamm ers is
co nfin ed c hi e f!~-, however, to that required in
engi neering works and in th e small trades. The

Fi g. 93. M_aking n large hollow l1ody under a heavy forg ing
press. D unn g th e for gi ng, th e mandrel with th e hollow body
pushed ove r it is turn ed r o und g rad ually, so that th e big drt11;1
is for:;ed o ut bit by bit.

Fig. 92. Fo rging- a steel ingot under th e press. On the left,
ingot heating furnaces.

iron and steel works proper, about which it IS mtend cd to talk exclusively in this brochure, forge
as a rule only very heavy pieces, such as marine
shafts, gun barrels, high-pressure steam boilers,
etc., that are made direct from the cast steel ingots.
For this work, use is made of forging presses developi ng a pressure up to 20,000 tons.
Before being forged, or presse d, the workpiece
has to be brought to forging t emperature. This is
done in h eating furnaces that have either a removable h~ arth, in order to be able to travel the
ingots in and out, or are arranged in such a way
that the end of the ingot projects out a little from
the furna ce in order that the chain, hanging from
the turning device suspended from the forging crane,
can be placed under it. The h eated ingot is then
c onveyed und er the press and forged to the desired
shape, Fig. 92. The forging is slewed and turned by
elec trically driven turning devices with which it is
suspended from two cranes. If, for example, the
chain slin g of th e turning device, see n in the illus-

Fig. 94. The head bea m in two parts o f a 10,000-ton forging
press weighs about 340 tons. (Sec in this connection
Figs. 8') and 90 , the making of large steel castings li ke
this one.)
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tration, is pulled in at one
(coke-oven gas and blast-furnace gas) or producer gas.
side and let out at the other,
The ingots are inserted in
th e ingot turns round to the
the soaking pits hy soaki ng pit
right or left correspondingly.
cranes. An up-to·date soaking
Fig. 93 shows how a large
pit crane Fjg. 95, picks up an
hollow bod y is made on a
ingot with its tongs, brings it
heavy forging press. The ingot
over a soaking pit, lifts off the
delivered by the steel works
cover with a special pair of
was first of all hollowed out
small tongs, slews the cover
by driving a mandrel into the
out sideways, then lowers the
vertical ingot from the top
ingot into the pit and places
and pulling it out again. The
the cover back over the openhollow ingot was then pushed
ing of the .piL All these moveover a mandrel, on which it is
ments are repeated in the reforged out below the press.
verse sequence when the ingot
During th e forging operation,
.
is being taken out of the pit.
the mandrel rests on strong
The crane then places the insupporting trestles. It is raised
.
got on to the tilting stool that
a little only after each workin~
tilts it, and it then proceeds,
stroke of the press, if it is to
carried by the revolving rollers
be slewed a certain degree
Fi~. 95. The soaking pit crane lifts the cover
oil the soakin g pit, pulls out the ingot, closes
of the roller rack, to the rolling
with the help of the electrical
the furnace again and brings the ingot to the
mill, Figs. 96 - 98. The rotating
turning device, in order that
blooming mill.
the ram can gradually reduce
rolls grip the ingot as it comes
the wall thickness of the ho ll ow in got and thus along and draw it through the first roll pass. In so
doing the thickness of the in got, that was 20 inches
increase its diameter.
thi ck or more at the beginning, is reduced con-

!

The Blooming and Billet Rolling Mill.

A rolling mill consists of two superimposed roll s
which, with their necks, rest in the bearings oft wo
roll housings. The rolls are rotated in opposite
directions by the driving engine - mostly an electric motor nowadays - so that they catch hold of
a body pushed up to them and, if it is thicker than
the gap between the top and the middle roll,
squeeze and elongate it. If furrows or grooves are
turned in the rolls, then the flexible body is compelled to take on the shape of these grooves, and it
leaves th~ rolls in anoth er shape to that which it
had when it entered them.
In order that the steel shall be flexible enough,
it must be rolled in the hot state. The red-hot ingot coming from the steel works, which perhaps is
still liquid in its interior, is first placed in a soaking pit. These are bricked-in pits. The walls of the
pit close well round the ingot and qui ckly absorb its
excess heat. After a time the ingot has become
colder and the brickwork gives off the hent again
back to the ingot, so that the heat · is gradually
equalised until the ingot is heated uniformly throu gh
and through. There is no need for an y heat to be
admitted for the equalising process. As it is always
better, however, for it to be possible to bring ingots,
that have cooled down considerably through stoppages in work, or over Sunda ys and holidays, Lack
again to rolling heat, the soaking pits are frequ ently
arranged for being heated as well. The fu el used
for this purpose is blast- furna ce gas, mi xe d gas

Fig. 9 6. llloomin g mill for rolling stel'l ingo ts of 32 by
30 in. crosH.:c tion.
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Fig. 97. Section of a blooming mill wit h its roller racks.
The tiltin g stool, that places the ingots brought by the
soaking pit crane on to the roller rark, is. built-in in the
roller ra!'k on the left. The small l'a rs standmg unde nwath

sid crably, and it com es out at the other side of the
roll stand mu ch longer than what it was when it
went in. The rolls are now placed closer together,
i. e., the bottom roll remains where it is, whilst the
top roll is screwed down somewhat. Steel fin gers
pop up betw een th e rollers of th e roll er rack, tilt
th e ingot and it roll s back right away in the reverse
direction into th e narrower gap formed between
the rolls that now run reversed, and the second pass
begins. This is repeated several times until the ingot, still decreasing furth er in its cross-section, is
brought by a fence in front of th e next groove.
Everything passes off so quickly that the ingot does
not cool down much at all, particularly as the
squ eezing it undergoes when being rolled, that gives
rise to considerable internal friction , again generates new heat. Once the r eduction in the crosssection has gon e far enough, the ingot, or bloom,
as it is now called, that is now very long and thin,
runs on to the roller rack behind the rolling mill
and is cut by a shear, Fig. 99, into pieces of a given
length. Cranes or other m ea ns of conveyance carry
these smaller blooms on to the storage yard or
direct to the girder mills, bar mills, m edium-section
mills, small-section mills, tube mills or sheet mills,
where they are rolled down further to steel sections
of every kind (round s, flats, strips, angles, channels,
1-beams, etc.), rails, sheets, wire rod s, tubes, etc.,

th e roller racks catch the scale; that is the brittle
crust that form s on the surface of the material
through ox idation while it is being rolled, and which
easily peels off.

for it is clea r that it is hardly possible to roll the
initial 20-inch ingot down to, let us say, a wire rod
of about 0.2 in. thick on one single rolling mill.
Different kinds of rolling mill plants are necessary
for this work, for which the blooming or hillet mill
does only the roughing work.
Fig. 100 shows a very large blooming mill that
rolls ingots weighing from 12 to 18 tons and supplies
the roughed sections for a rolling mill for broad
flange girders to a de pth of 4 feet. The roll stand is
36 ft. (11 m ) high and each of the two ho~sings,
without the rolls, bearings, screwdown mechanism,
etc., weighs about 75 ton s. It goes without saying

Fig. 99. Bloom shear for cutting hot blooms with cross-sections
up to 7 in. (175 mm) square.

Fig. 98. ~ecti ~n of ~he roll stand and pinion housing of the blooming mill. From right to left: motor ; flexible coupling ; pinion
housmg, 111 wh1ch the. drive is transmitted to the second roll by pinions; coupling spindles; roll stand with the two rolls.
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Fig. 100. Heavy blooming miU that supplies the roughed
sections for a Grey girder mill in which broad flange girders
are rolled up to a section depth of 47 in.

Fig. 101. Gear box, gear wheels and flywheels of a rolling
mill gear that transmits 12,000 HP and reduces the speed
from 366 .to 60 and 45 r. p.m. respectively.

that powerful forces are necessary to drive blooming
mills of this kind. The rolling mill, Figs. 96 - 98, has
a driving motor that attains a peak output of
20,000 HP.
In order to avoid the drawbacks of the large, slow
running motors, rolling mills are driven mostly by
cheaper and more economical working high-speed
motors through a gear interposed between the
motor and the rolling mill. The extraordinary accuracy with which these gears are manufactured today is remarkable. In the case of the rolling mill
gear shown in Fig. 101, the maximum pitch error
from tooth to tooth, in spite of the enormous size
and weight of the gear, is not more than 0.004 mm.
This great accuracy has, naturally, a very favourable
effect on the efficiency and life of the gear.
A fundamental innovation in rolling mill gears

is the arrangement of the gyrating masses on the
quick-running shaft and no longer, as formerly, on
the slow-running shaft. The advantage gained
thereby is clear when one considers that the moment
of gyration necessary to attain a like working surplus at a like slip diminishes with the square of the
ratio of transmission. A two-stage gear, let us say,
for a normal output of 1,500 HP and a peak output
of 3,000 HP with the transmisson ratio of 710/42
r. p. m. necessitated a flywheel of 90- 100 tons in
weight and about 28 feet. in diameter if it was arranged on the slow-running shaft, whereas with the
arrangement customary to-day on the quick-running
shaft, the like effect is attained with two small
flywheels, each weighing 3.4 ts. and 75 in. in diameter, and the peak output absorbed is more than
twice as high.

Fig. 102. 1st train, consisting of 8 roll stands, of a continuous biUet and sheet bar
mill, in which blooms of 10 in. (250 mm) square are rolled down to 2 in. square.

Fig. 103. Fl) ing shear behind the
2nd train of the continuous billet
and sheet bar mill.
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Fig. 104 (left).
Claw crane with
tiltable claws on
the bloom and
billet store of a
rolling mill.

Fig. 105 (ril!ht).
Blo~ m pushers
pushing blooms
tnto the heating
furnaces.

Let us return now after this brief stroll into the
field of gear technique to the rollin g mill proper.
The blooms that are to be rolled down further on
medium-section and small-section mills pass, before
going to the fini shing mill, mostly through another
roughing stand or a continuous billet mill that rolls
them down still further than is done in the blooming
mill, viz., to a cross-section of less than 4 in. ( l 00
mm) square. In the continuous mills the material
to be rolled, either in the form of an ingot or a
cogged bloom, passes automatically through a long
row of roll stands standing one behind the other a rolling train - and, after leaving the last stand,
is cut by a flying shear into like pieces, the billets.
The efficiency of a rolling mill of this kind is, naturally very high, but its build and the aojustment
of the rol!in~ speeds, that have to be different for
the individual stands, calls for the greatest. care
being exercised. Fig. l 02 shows the 1st train, consisting of 8 stands, of a continuous billet mill, and
Fig. 103 the end of the 2nd train, also consisting of
8 stands, with the flying shear. The material rolled
is 4-ton blooms with a maximum cross-section of
10 in. (250 mm) square that are delivered by a
blooming mill, and the mill produces billets from
4'/• in. (108 mm) square down to 2 in. (50 mm)
square, as well as sh•·et hars from '/•- l'/2 in.
(6 35 mm) thickness and 8-12 in. (200- 300 mm)
wide that are to be rolled later to thin sht>et on a
sheet mill. The flying shear cuts the strand coming
out of the last stand into equal lengths that can be
set between 10 and 30 ft. (3 and 9 m ).

curely to the furnaces of the finishing mills, the
storage yard or st raight to th e loading ramp by
claw cranes or magnet cranes. The claw crane,
Fig. 104, picks up several of the blooms lying on
supports or in collecting pockets and sets them
down on grates or throws them off by simply tipping
the claws.
The blooms that have cooled down while lying
in the store are brought again to rolling heat before
being rolled again. For this reason, bloom heating
furnaces, which are re verbatory furnaces, into
which the blooms are inserted horizontally, are
installed close to the rolling mill. The simplest
method of inserting the blooms is in the continuous
furnaces, where an ingot pusher, Fig. 105, pushes
the row of blooms through the furnace on rails.
At the end of the furnace, the blooms, now at
rolling heat, unless they slide out automatically
over inclined planes ; are lifted out one by one
Ly a tong crane, Fig. 106, and plared on the roller rack, on which they are conveyed to th e rolling mill.
Whereas in the case of the blooming mills a number of necessary passes (g rooves) are formed during
the rolling process by raising and lowering the top.

Structura l Mill s.
The blooms or billets - known as semis - rolled
on the blooming mill or billet mill are not always
rolled down further right away. In most cases they
are first passed to the store and rolled down later
on as and when required, or else supplied to some
other rolling mill that treats them further. The
blooms and billets, still lying in the hot state in the
rolling mill bay, are transported quickly and se-

Fig. 106. Crane provided with a tong for inserting the blooms
into the heaLing furnaces and pulling them out again.
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Fig. 107. Grooves of the roughing and finishing roll stand for
rolling standard rails.
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Fig. 110. Roller straightening machine, in which the finished
rolled girders are ~traightened exactly.

roll and, in consequence, the blooming rolls require middle roll and back again between the middle and
fewer grooves, the rolls of the rail, girder and steel the top roll. The raising and lowerin g of the material
section mills must have all the grooves necessary being rolled is effected by tilting tables, which are actu·
to produce the desired section, Fig. 107-, for the top ally the e nds of the roller racks at both sides of the mill
rolls must not be adjusted, because the groove for that can be tipped up a distance corresponding t o
the proper shaping of the strand has to be closed the thick ness of th e middle roll. In most cases the
in on all sides. The roll stands are, therefor e, con- grooves necessary for fini shing the rolling of a secstructed in such a way that th e rolls can be quickly tion cann ot be accommodated in one ro ll stand, so
interchanged when a different section is to be rolled. that se veral stands have to be placed alongside
one a noth er. The material is
Heavy section mills are built
shifted from one stand to the
as two-high mills, i. e. with
other by electric skids, the
tworolls,similarto the bloomcarriages of which, with the
ing mills. The lighter section
carriers standing above the
mills are also often built as
floor level, run in guides, or
three- high mills, as this alby portab le lifting tables.
else
lowsofmore,different grooves
the bar has passed
After
the
on
being accomodated
all the grooves, a rollthrough
two-high
rolls than on the
the fi nished
conveys
rack
er
have
mills
mills. Three-high
th e like
and
rail
the
girder,
the
bove
a
three rolls,lying one
to th e sa ws, Fig. 108, that
other,thatalways rotate in the
cut it into exactl y set lengths,
sa me direction. The material
after which it passes on to
being rolled passes through
Fig. 108. Circular saw for cutting the hot girders
e_ cooling bank where it
th
between the bottom and th e
into commercial lengths.

Fig. 109. Finishing shop for rails and steel sections of every kind with th e machines fo r straightening the rolled products, drilliug
the holes in the rails for the bolts, cutting and trimming.
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Fig. 111 lieft). Finished store of a rolliBg
mill with a crane for stacking and loading the rails, girders and other products.

Fig. 112 (below). Sections rolled by a 2stand rail, girder and section mill. The
heaviest girder is 12 in. (30 em) deep and
8 in. (20 em) broad ; the side of the
lightest angle being 3 in. (7.5 em) long.

cools down slowly. The cooled down
bars run either on roller racks to the
finishing shop, Fig. 109, or are conveyed thither by claw cranes. The
straightening shop plays a big part in
section mills, as it is the place where
the finished material is collected and
given the last touches on different
machines before being despatched. One
machine found in every finishing shop
is the straightening machine with whi ch
the sections are accurately straightened
by passing them between two rows
of accurately aligned profiled rollers,
Fig. 110.
In order that there may be no delay
and stoppage in the stacking and loading of the finished products on the
storage yard and in the rolling mill
bays, cranes are at hand everywhere,
which, with claws, magnets or sling
chains, pick up complete bundles of rails or sec- . of this kind, Fig. 111 , can, according to the size of
tions and convey them to their destination. Cranes the storage yard, be of enormous dimensions, having
sometime( to span yards of ove r
165ft. (50 m) in breadth.
The rolling programm, i. e.
the number of different sections
to be rolled, is a very extensi vc
one in many rolling mills. Fig 1 12
shows the different sections that
are being rolled on a two-stand
two-high mill erected in South
Africa. A rolling mill like this
mus~, therefore, have a large
stock of rolls . with different
grooves, in order to comply with
all requirements. In addition,
the roll housings must be arranged in such a way that the
rolls can be interchanged easily
without losing too much time
when a different section is to be
rolled.
The small-section miUs, in
which smaller sections of every
Fig. 11 3. View of a small-section and wire rod mill for an extensive rolling
description, such as angles,
programme. In the background, cooling bank and finished store.
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Fig. 114. The rolling mill, Fig. 113, viewed from the other end.
In the foreground, the cooling bank, along which the finished
rolled bars are slowly moved.
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Fig. 115. Reel for coiling the wire behind the last stand of a
continuous wire rod mill. Thf're are two reels, that work
alternatelv, available for each of the two strands of wire rod
coming o~t of the mill. The coils of wire are conveyed by
a long chain conveyor to the store and loading yard ; the coils
cooling down as they are carried along .

rounds, hexagons (for nuts), flats, etc. etc., are rolled,
. frequently have to have a very large number of
roll stands. Owing to the extent of the rolling pro- are taken direct from the zig-zag mill to the coolgramme it is sometimes no easy matter to find the ing bank.
Fig. 115 shows a part of a continuous wire rod
solution that will guarantee maximum economic efficiency with a high output and a uniform quality mill with 24 stands in all. The bloom with a crossof the products. The type of mills that come into section of 5 in. (130 mm) square coming from the
question are the open type, in which the roll stands continuous furnace passes first of all through a 6provided with rolls having several grooves stand stand continuous roughing mill. The bar rolled down
alongside one another, and the semi-continuous or to a cross-section of 1 "I• (46 mm) square is then
continuous type. The zig-zag arrangement has also subdivided by a shear into pieces of about 440 lbs.
proved to be very advantageous for extensive roll- (200 kg) in weight and passes then in two strands
ing programmes in small-sections and medium-sec- running side by side through the 6 stands of the
tions. Zig-zag mills are those in which the ma- second continuous roughing mill in which it is
terial passes only once through each of the ad- rolled down to a cross-section of '/2 in. (12.5 mm)
joining stands, so that after each pass, it is pushed square. Then follow the 8 stanrls of the first finishsidewards to the next stand by the inclined ing mill and finally the 4-stand second fini shing
rollers of the roller rack. U the section and thickness mill, which the finished wire rod leaves in two
permit, more particularly in the case ofthinner rounds (wire rods),
squares and flats, the
rolled strand is guided
from the one stand
into the next by automatic repeaters. Figs.
113 and 114 show an
up-to-date small-section and wire rod mill
for an hourly output
of 40 tons. The mill
comprises a continuous
roughing mill with 5
stands, a 5-stand zigzag mill and a continuous finishing mill wjth
6 stands, that is used
only for rolling wire
Fig. 116. 2-stand three-high medium sheet mill with claw crab for conveying the rough rolled
shet'ts quickly from the roughing stand to the finishing stand.
rods.The other products
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Fig. 11 7. Three-high sheet rolling rnill
plant for sheet from 0.08 to 0.4 in. (2 to
10 mm) in thi ckn c~s.
1'= 2,000-h. p dri ving motor, 2 = reduction genr, 3 = 3- high medium plate roughing stand, 4= 3-high medium plate finish ing
s tund. 5 =claw cruU for co nveying plates, 0= continuous furnace for slabs, 7 = portubl c roller rock, 8=continuous plate an~
nc.ding fttnt~ Jc, fl = rollct· leve lling moch ine for levelling while in the hot s tate, 10 = mechanical cooling banks, 11 = trimming
s hear with 2 or 3 pairs of blades, 12 =subdividing shear.

ders. The ingots are not square,
but oblong, and are (:ailed slabs.
As the slabs, at the beginning of
the rolling, have to be rolled
alternately in the longitudinal
and transverse direction, devices
are built into the roller racks in
front of and behind the roll stand
that enable the slabs to be turned.
The mills mostly used for rolling
medium sheet from 0.08 to 0.32
in. (2 to 8 mm) in thickness
are three-high mills. The plan of
a mod ern sheet mill is reproduced
in Fig. 117. The slabs, weighing
going
lbs. already roughed on
before
run
1,100
sheet
of
panels
the
which
over
bank,
Fig. 118. Mechanical eooling
to the levelling machine and the trimming shea r.
another mill, are brought to rolling
heat in the continuous furnace (6)
to sheet in the roughing stand
out
rolled
then
and
strands at a speed of 75 ft. (23 m) per second, i. e.
sheet is then brought by a
rolled
rough
driven
The
(3).
at the speed of an express train. Electrically
the finishing stand where it
to
116,
Fig.
crab,
claw
which,
coils
reels coil up the wire automatically into
in. (2- 8 mm) in thickness
0.08-0.32
to
down
ed
roll
is
becut
billets
corresponding to th e weight of the
ft. 3 in. (1 - 1.6 m). The
5
in.3
3ft.
of
width
a
at
weigh
mill,
tween the first and the second roughing
the screwdown gear,
by
positively
moved
pointer,
completely
is
about 440 lbs. (200 kg). After the coil
mm divisions the
0.1
with
dial
the
on
indicates
out
tipped
en
wound, it drops into a pocket and th
leaving the finAfter
sheet.
the
of
thickness
exact
wire
The
of it on to th e hooks of a chain conveyor.
the continuous
through
run
sheets
the
mill,
ishing
carslowly
cools down during the tim e it is being
ri ed along by the chain to the loading
point, so that there is no need to have
a special cooling bank.
The mill produces 130 tons of wire
rod of 0.2 in. (5 mm) diameter in a shift
of 8 hours; that is between 500 and
570 miles (800 and 900 km) in length.
Wire thinner than 0.2 in. (5 mm) is not
rolled ·as a rule but drawn from the
rolled wire rod in th e wire-drawing shops.

The Sheet and Plate Mill.
Rollin g mills for rolling heavy plate
are similar to the blooming mills, except
that the rolls are plain smooth cylin-

Fig. 119. Shear for trimming and subdividing the sheets.

THE SHEET AND PLATE MILL- WHEEL TYRE AND DISC MILLS
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Fig. 120. Three-high universal mill for rollin g steel strips from
4 to 48 in. (100 to 1200 mm) wide. The mill produces strips
of a uniform set width with nice clean edges.

Fig. 122. Rings of special steel, rolled on the mill, Fig. 121.
The toothed rims of large gear wheels are made from rings
like these (see Fig. 101 ).

sheet annealing furnace (8), heated with gas, in
which they are slowly and uniformly annealed. A
short roller rack behind the furnace then brings the
pack of sheets, at the most 33 ft. (10m) in length, to
the levelling machine (9) with 15 levelling rollers,
in·which the packs are levelled exactly. As soon as
they leave the levelling machine, they are towed
by chains sideways on to the cooling bank, Fig. 118,
pass at the end of the cooling bank on to another
roller rack and from there on to the second part of
the cooling bank, on which they run backwards
again and finally pass again over a roller rack to
the trimming shear (11 ). The shear, Fig. 119, has
three pairs of circular blades. The outside blades
cut off the seam of the sheet, giving it a smooth,
straight edge. The centre pair of blades is used when
the pack is to be cut lengthwise into two strips.
The shear that subdivides the sheet packs into commercial lengths stands. 43 ft. (13m) behind the trimming shear. The average output of the mill is about
130 tons of finished cut sheets in the 8-hour shift.
The reduction per pass in the case of thin sheet
of below 0.08- 0.12 in. (2- 3 mm) in thickness is on Iy
very slight. The sheets are, therefore, doubled, i. e.
two, four, eight or even sixteen sheets are laid on
top of one another and rolled out together. The

finished rolled sheets that are sticking fast to one
another have then to be brought apart either by
hand or by sheet unsticking machines. (For the
making of cold rolled thin sheet, see page 50).
Long sheet strips, such as are required, for instance, for making tubes, are rolled on universal
mills, Fig. 120. A mill of this kind has, in addition
to the horizontal rolls, vertical rolls. These work the
material from the side and bring it to a given,
exactly set width, so that the edges need not have
to be cut. The universal mills are normally built
for strip widths from 4 in.- 55 in. (100- 1400 mm ), in
exactly the same arrangement as in the sheet mills,
as two-highs for heavy skelps and as three-highs for
light and medium skelps.

Fig. 121. Tyre mill rolling out an angle ring.

Wheel Tyre and Disc Mills.
The railways in particular and many other undertakings as well require large quantities of rolled
wheel tyres, wheel discs and rings. For making
tyres, small flat blocks or sections cut from a large
block on a slicing lathe are pierced first of all and
then forged on hammers or presses into rough rings.
The ring is then put into the furnace again where
it is brought to the necessary rolling hea t and then
rolled. The rolling mill, Fig. 121, has a working
grooved roll driven over a vertical shaft from the
drive located under the floor, and an idle rotating
roller that presses the tyre on to the grooved roll.
Two further grooved rolls, arranged at the sides,
serve as a guide for the ring and are gradually
adjusted in keeping with . the ring diameter that is
always getting bigger. After being rolled, the rings
are carefully annealed in soaking pits. Wheel tyres
and rings with different profiles up to 14ft. 9 in.
(4500 mm) diameter, Fig. 122, can be rolled on the
rolling mill shown in Fig. 121.
Wheel discs are rolled in a similar manner. The
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ingots are forged under the hammer or the press
and then rolled to the exact dimensions on the disc
mill. The vaulted shape is imparted to th e wheel
under the forging press.

The Making of Seamless Tubes.
Steel tubes are made by bending strips of sheet
round and welding the edges together, or else by
piercing a massive ingot and then rolling it out to
a tube or drawing it over a mandrel. The best
known examples of welded tubes are gas pipes with
an inside diameter of up to 2 inches.
Drawn tubes are made by the tube push bench
process, that is noted for its simple and compreh ensive working and high output. Billets of about 20
inches in length are first of all pierced lengthwise
by u mandrel in such a way as to produce a Lody
in the shape of a thimble. This body is then slipped
over a drawing mandrel and pushed with it successively through 7 to 10 drawing rings that keep on
becoming narrower and narrower, so that the thickness of the wall is gradually reduced. After the tube
has been smoothed and freed from the mandrel in
a smoothing and detaching mill, the mandrel is
pulled out, and the bottom as well as the tail end
of the tube sawed off.
There are likewise two main operations in the
rolling process that are mos~ly performed at one
heat, namely the making of a strong-walled hollow
body, the sleeve bloom, and the rolling out of this
semi-product to the finish ed tube with the desired
wall thickness. There are a whole lot of different
processes for the piercing and rolling of the tubes,
that cannot all be dwelt upon here, save to mention the Swedish process, the automatic process, the
continuous process and the Pilger process. The
last named process, probably the best known by

name, will be described in detail in the following.
The initial material for tubes with diameters
under 3.5in. (90 mm) are rolled round rods and, for
the medium-size and large tubes, cast round ingots of
open-hearth steel. The round rods are cut into corresponding lengths by saws or shears, whereas the
round ingots, after being notched beforehand, are
broken off in suitable lengths, or, for large tube diameters and lengths, cast at once to Rize. The sized
ingots are well heated in heating furnaces, Fig. 123,
as they slowly roll down the slightly inclined hearth
of the furnace. After leaving the furnace they pass
over a ro11er rack, or are conveyed by some other
devic!', to the piercing mill that rolls them into the
sleeve bloom. The piercing mi11, Figs. 124 and 125,
has two working rolls that taper from the centre
towards the ends and two correspondingly shaped
guiding rolls or only one guiding roll, or, instead of
the guiding rolls, two fixed guides, as can be seen
in Fig. 124. The working rolls lie somewhat inclined

Fig. 123. Cast round ingots being placed by a magnet on to a
grate, off which they roll one after the other into the furnace.

Fig. 125. Piercing mill piercing a round ingot that is to be
roUed out to a tube on the Pilger mill .

Fig. 124. Working method of the piercing mill.
a = working rolls, b =guiding rolls, d = round ingot, e = mandrel head.
The sketches A, B and C show the usual arrangement of the guiding
rolls and fixed guides when rolling thick-walled, medium-thick and
t hin·walled tubes.
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Fig. 126. Pilger mill rolling out a sleeve bloom made on the
piercing mill.

to the axis of the inserted bloom, so that th e bloom
is drawn in between them like a screw and pushed
against a mandrel which is held ea.sily rotatable by
an abutment bearing. The bloom IS then gradually
rolled out over the mandrel and we get in this way a
sleeve bloom, the inside diameter of which corresponds approxim ately to the thickness of the mandrel.
The thick-wall ed body then passes by the shortest route into the Pilger mill, Fig. 126. It is pushed
over a mandrel rod and led up to the rolls by a
hydraulic feeding apparat~s. T~e rolls rotate in the
opposite direction to tha~ m whi~h the sleeve. bloom
is led through and their workmg groove I S of a
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special shape. The first sketch in Fig. 127 shows the
rolls in the position of attack when nipping into a
piece of the sleeve bloom. The second and third
sketches show the nipped piece being rolled out as
the rolls continue to rotate, the sleeve bloom with
the mandrel rod now moving back in th e reverse
direction. As soon as the sleeve bloom by the rotation of the rolls comes within th e range of the
idling groove, the mandrel rod pushes itself forward
again with the bloom (Sketch 4) about 0.32 to 1 in.
(8 to 25 mm) farther than before, the rod turning
simultane ously by 90°. Thus a fresh piece of the
sleeve bloom is already available for stretching out
in the roll groove at the next attack. The cycle is
repeated so long until the bloom has been stretched
out into a tube of the required dimension s.
The tube leaves the mill through a channel provided with rollers, and passes along to a saw that
cuts off the ends and also subdivides the tube, if
necessary, into given lengths. According to the use
to which they are to be ultimately put, th e tubes
are then taken right away to the cooling bank or
pass beforehan d through a reheating furn ace, and
then through a sizing mill where they are given the
correct specified diameter, and finally through the
straighten ing machine where they are fi nally rounded
and straighten ed.
Seamless tubes of under 20 in. diameter are produced from rolled thicker tubes by passing these tubes
through a reducing mill that consists of 12, 18 or
even more roll stands ly.ing immediate ly behind
one another. In so doing the diameter of t he tube is
reduced, whilst t he wall thickness remains the same.
· Brief reference may be made to a new t ube rolling process for large heavy tubes, boiler drums and
the like. The Roeckner Mill, na med after the inventor, Fig. 128, has several pairs of rolls of different grooving coordinated to one another in a
circle, the inner ones working the inside wall and

Fig. 127. Diagram of
the Pilger process.
a=
b=
e =
d=

[~:g~~~~~~~:a::-

workinl'( rolls,
Pilger mandrel,
sleeve bloom,
piece of lube ~! ready
rolled
I = Gripp ing paas,
n = Drawing dow n of
part seized,
Jl..
lli = Polishing the rolled
-.J.J
~art,
IV = For ward motion of
sleeve bloom
through idlio1 paso.

Fig. 128. Radial rolling mill, Roeckner patent, for rolling very
large and heavy hollow bodit~s.
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the outer ones the outside wall of the sleeve bloom.
The bloom is rotated around its own axis by th e
revolving pairs of rolls and is moved on farther
slowly in the longitudinal dirt'ction, so that the
traces of the roll s run round the hollow body in
h elical curves. Contrary to the practice udopted in
th e Pilger process, the rolls do not work the wu II of
the sleeve bloom in the longitudinal direction but
in the transverse direction. Tubes and hollow hodies
of 4ft. (1220 mm) diameter and 28 ft. (8.5 m) long
and weighing 20 tons ha\'e already been rolled on
·
a mill of this kind.

Cold Rolling Mills for Sheet and Strips.
The quality of hot rolled sheet does not always
meet the high requirements demanded of it by the
consumers. It is not until the sheets are finallv
treated in the up-to-date cold mill that that fin~l
structure and fineness of surface is obtained that
makes the sheets suitable for all the different kind s
of uses to which they are put, as, for instance, for
motor-car bodies, steel furniture, containers of every
description. Another point is that, with cold mills,
much thinner steel sheets and strips can be made
than with hot mills. The cold rolled sheet is abso·
lutely smooth and can thus be easily nickel plat ed
tin plated, galvanized and japanned, etc., which is
essential for many purposes for which they are
employed. Also much greater accuracy in the dimensions of the rolled material can be attained by
cold rolling.
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Fig. 129. Lay-out of a cold sheet mill.
a = pickling plant, b = machine for rinsing and drying the pickled
sheets, c = rolhog mill, h = levelling machi ne, k =shears, I, m, n =
overhead travellers.

Fig. 130. Three 3-high cold sheet stands of the cold sheet
mill, Fig. 129. The stand on the right has been converted
into a t wo-high planishing stand by dismounting the middle roll.

Fig. 129 reproduces the lay-out of a modern _cold
sheet mill, in which chiefly sheets for motor-car
bodies are rolled. The rough rolled and already
annealed sheets delivered by a hot sheet mill located a little way off are first of all taken to the pickling shop where th e hard layer of ferric-oxide is
removt'd by diluted hydrochloric acid or sulphuric
acid. The first of the three wooden vats of the pickling device a is lined with lead and contains the
pickling fluid, whilst the second serves as the rinsing
trough and is accordingly filled wit h cold, clean
water. In the last vat, fill ed with lime milk, the
acid remmants, that might still be sticking to the
sheets after being rinsed, are neutralised. In order
to increase the action of the pickling bath on the
sheets, the baskets, that carry the sheets, are constantly kept moving mechanically. The pickled and
rinsed sheets are then cleaned and dried on the
wiping and drying machine b. The cleaned sheets
then pass through a slit in the wall between the
pickling shop and the rolling mill bay to the first
stand of the rolling mill c, Fig. 130. They are given
6 to 8 double passes in the three-high stands which
increases their length by 30 to 35 %. In order to
simplify and speed up the work of the operators,
tilting tahles with rollers for carrying the sheets are
built-in in front of and behind the stands. The roller
uses the weight of his body to move the tilting
table from the bottom roll gap to the top roll gap.
By shifting his stance he turns over a tipping batten
and, in so doing, moves the table over tie- rods.
The vigorous cold forming brings about a change
in the texture of the sheet that makes itself outwardly evident in great hardness and brittleness of
the sheets. The sheets are, therefore, taken to the
annealing shop, packed in annealing boxes, and,
according to th eir grade and number, annealed
eith er in the channel annealing furnace or in a
single box annealing furnace. After the annealing
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boxes have cooled down completely, the sheets are
taken out of the boxes and their surfaces cleaned
by a wiping machine before. being sent back to the
mill. There the cleaned sheets are given from 1 to
3 light polishinj1; passes on one of the stands that
was converted from a three-high into a two-high,
so that they pass into the roller levelling machine h
with ·a surface shining like a mirror. After being
levelled, the sheets are given a coating of grease to
protect them from damage and then cut with the
shear k to their final dimension.
It is more practical for many branches of the
drawing and punching trad es to use the thin sheet
in the form of long strips instead of in large sheets,
for the strips can be allowed to pass automatically
through the presses, punchers, stampers, shears and
the like. The treatment of the strips by heat can
also he done more easily and cheaply, and from
experience there is less wa ste than with sheets. For
this reason steel strips are preferred for making all
kinds of punched articles, such as pen-nibs, buttons,
hinges, locks, clocks, springs, household articles,
furniture fittings, electrical and precision-mechanical
appliances, as well as small containers, tins for preserves and the like. The more recent development
of the cold mills for thin strips is characterised by
the gradual displacement of the two-high mills by
the multi-roll mills, in which the shaping work
proper is performed by flattening rolls of small
diam eter that are supported to prevent them deflecting by special rolls - the backing-up rolls, Fig.
131. A greater reduction in thickness is attained at
each pass with the thin working rolls. Furthermore,
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Fig. 131. 4-high cold mill for rolling steel stri ps. The strip
rough rolled by a hot mill runs off a roller and coils itself
after being cold rolled on to a drum.

the two-high mills when rolling thin strips have
certain drawba cks occasioned by the high roll pressure, so that a certain minimum thickn ess of th e
strips cannot be gone below. These multi-roll mills
are being built with two, four, or rece ntly even
with 10 backing-up rolls, so that one speaks nowadays of 4-high, 6-high or 12-high mills. Owing
to the thin working rolls and the high roll pressure admissible for the working rolls without any
risk of their sagging, great accuracy and perfect
flattening of th e strips is attained. For instance, on
a 12-hi~h mill, strips are rolled down to a thickness
of 1t 100 mm.

Heat and Power Economy of the Iron and Steel Works.
Allusion has already been made on several occasions to the utilisation of the coke-oven gas and the
blast furnace gas obtained as by-products in the
coke ovens and blast furnaces. The quantity of th ese
gases is so great that a blast furna ce, steelworks
and rolling mill, to which a coke oven plant is connected up, can cover the whole of their huge requirements in heat and power from same, and still have
a considerable surplus over in coke-oven gas that
can be disposed of as lighting gas to other industries,
municipalities and rural communities. Stt>elworks
and rolling mills, that are not directly connected
with a blast furnace plant or a coke oven, have to
provide their own heating gas, which is don e in gas
producers as described on page 33. Fig. 132 shows
diagrammatically how closely the different departments of an iron and steel works are interwoven with
one another and with the coke ovens and collieries
through the gas. From 1 ton of small coal with

a heat capacity of 28,000,000 B. Th. U. (7,000,000
kcal), 1,650 lbs. of blast furna ce coke are produced
in the coke oven, equi valent to a calorific value of
21 ,800,000B. Th. U. (5,450,000kcal). The ensuing coke
oven gas with 6,200,000 B. Th. U. (1,550,000 kcal) of
the calorific content of t he pit coal, after the different by-products ha ve been recovered from it, is
partly passed into the long-distance gas supply grid
and partly consumt>d by the steelworks and rolling
mills of the concern . The coke passes into the blust
furnace and supplies the heat and th e carbon necessary for the chemical transformation that takt>s
place there. In doing so the carbon is only partly
combusted. The grt>ater part is transformed into
ca rbon monoxide that form s the main component
of the gas esca ping at the throat of the fumace. The
blast furnace gas t hus forms the backbon e of the
entire heat and power supply of the works. It heats
the coke ovens, in order that the more valuable
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ing gas engines that are directly coupled
to dynamo machines. In the gas engine
power station of a large iron and steel
works, the gas dynamos stand alongside
one another in long rows. The power
station, of which Fig. 133 ~bows only a
lor;e coal.
part, produces round 140,000 HP direct
lrel>les
from gas engines. Steam, that is used
for driving steam turbines, and providing
an additional output of 35,000 HP, is
lan;·o'islonce gus
produced with the waste gases of the
2,5/r; nophlllallne
engines in waste-heat boilers (see page18).
t51r;ptkh
8,5/r; ht?Ovy011
One thing will be clear from the di(/fir; onlhrocene
51r; car/Jollneum
agram
in Fig. 132, and that is, that any
].llr; creosoleaJl
curtailment in the working of the blast
JJrQmt!l71UITI Oil
furnaces would not only mean considerable difficulties for the collieries in find0 SIJ/Yt!./11 nap/1/ho
ing a market for the disposal of their pit
6lr9 /Jenzole
!llr'llolvol
coal,
to which reference was already
f/!lr; qlol
18/r'l OITIITIO/l!VITI svfl>/lo/e
made at the beginning of this book, but
{5/r;sv!f;/lvr
would, owing to the reduction in the
production of coke-oven gas and blastFig. 132. U tilization of
the coking coal in a cokfurnace
gas, also adversely afft>ct the heat
ing plant connected up
with a hlast furnace plant.
and power economy of the blast furnaThe figures give the caces, coke ovens and collieries, and, in
lorific val uPs of thP quantities of gas used for the
turn, the long-distance gas supply system.
different purposes in 1000
This was amply demonstrated in the
kcal. refered to 1 ton of
coal placed in the coke
years of the general trade depression,
oven.
(Extract from the pubwhen, owing to the poor market prelication ('Deutscher
vailing for pig-iron, the coke covens had
Stahl- Deutache Arbeit", published by
to coke coal much in excess of the reStableis~n m. b. H.,
Dusseldorf).
quirements of the blast furnaces and
other markets, in order to maintain the
supply of gas required for affiliated works
and the long-distance~gas supply system, so that it
appeared in fact as if the by-product had changed
places with the main product.

-

f./j ...

coke-oven gas need not be used
for this purpose, supplies the
heat for heating the blast in the
air heaters, drives the blast-furnace and steelworks blowers,
heats, mixed with coke-oven gas
to attain higher temperatures,
the different furnaces and other
equipment of the steelworks and
rolling mills, and finally supplies
the fuel for the power station iu
which the electric current is
produced for driving all the rolling mills, hammers, presses, hoists,
cranes and other auxiliaries, as
well as for the mechanical equipment of the mine and the coking
plant. In the power station the
gas is either burned below steam
boilers that supply the steam for
driving turbines, or - what is
more economical- used for driv-

Fig. 133. Partial view of the power station of the August Tbyssen-Hiitte, DuisburgHamborn. 140,000 HP are produced in tb1s power station from gas engines that are
fed with blast-furnace gas.
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The Age of Steel.
The quantities of pig-iron and steel produced hy
the blast furnaces and steelworks are simply enormous. For instance, the world output in raw steel
in 1928 was one hundred million tons. In the same
year Germany produced 12 million tons of pig iron,
one-sixth of which was cast into foundry products,
whilst from the remaining 6ve-sixths, after the
addition of scrap, 14'/t million tons in all of crude
steel were produced. 10 '/t million tons of this were
worked into rolling mill products, and the remainder
into forgings or steel castings.
Where, one will ask, does all this vast quantity of
steel and iron go to? Figs. 134- 144 afford only a
vt!ry few examples of what is made of iron and
steel. There are, however, innumerable other fields
of application. Transportation, building, and engineering also consume huge quantities of iron and steel.
We also come across iron and steel in many other
fields, such as electrical engineering, agriculture,
not forgetting the requirements of the army and
navy, and, even in the household, we find numerous
articles made of iron and steel. It sounds well-nigh
incredible, but it is a fact that about 1.7 million tons
of iron and steel are used every year in some way
or other in the dwellings and households of Germany. -The smallest articles of everyday use go to
make up this huge total. For instance, 50,000 tons
are required yearly for iron bedste~ds, 34,000 tom
for spring mattresses, 600,000 tons for baths and

iron basins, 150,000 tons for kitchen and household
utensils, 420,000 tons for hearths, stoves and ovens,
100,000 tons for tins and canister!', and 15,000 tons

Fig. 13-t. Steel skeleton of the " Boerentoren" 295 ft. (90 rn )
hi gh, a 25-storey building in Antwerp.

Fig. 135. The launch of the quadruple-screwS. S. " Europa" from the yards of Blohm & Voss in Humburg. Th(' steel framework
on which the cranes run above the slipways is 600ft. wiclc and up to 1,000 ft. long.
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Fig. 136. The powerful water forces of nature are converted
to usefu l purposes in steel turbines coupled to curre nt
generators.

Ft". IJ7. H eavy loco motives, Luilt alm ost entirely of iron and
st:'el, are easily lifted a nd carried along by steel cran es in the
railway workshops.

Fi~. 138. T he building crane with its powe rful arm of steel lifts and conveys heavy steel fram es for covering in the Berlin t.:nder-

ground Railway.
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are made from hard alloy steel~, from which
springs, tool s and needles of every description are
also made. T he scraper wires for raising the nap of
the cloth, for instance, are of vital importance to
the tntile industry. The increase in values that can
be attained through the refinement of the steel is
also worthy of not e. Whereas ordinary pig iron
costs only round about one penny per lb., and
open-hearth steel, according to quality, from l 'h to
4 times as much, the price of carbon steel is 20
times as much and rises for alloy tool steels a
hundredfold. The price per lb. of high-speed steel
is 300 tim es t hat of pig iron. Over and above this
prices fluctuate according to quantity,
m ass and shape, and the value is also considerably influenced by the shaping process. For instance, in the cold mills. for
refined steel, strip for every kind of saws
is made, as well as pen-nib steels, razor
blade steels and the very highl y stressed
barrel spring steels. From this latt er
steel, it is not only
the barrel springs
of large dimensions
that are made, but
also the ti ny little
springs that are used
in the watchm aking industry. The extent to which refi nement can be pursued by alloying and
still furth er treating
th e steel is shown by
the fa ct th at I lb.
of s p~in gs used for
balancing the wheels
in wrist wat ches
costs round about
Fig. 139. T his steel Lascule britige opens the channel to allow the steel ocean greyhound to make
£ 10,000
for port.
·

for toys. The amount of steel used for the most
insignificant articles is extraordinary high, too, and
the yearly consumption in Germa ny for the fol lowing articles will indeed be a surprise to many:
needles, pins and th e like 2,000 tons ; gramophone
needles 1,300 tons ; pen-nibs 340 tons ; paper clip!',
drawing pins and the like, as mu ch as 4,200 tons;
and for the manufacture of umbrellas and sunshades 6,400 tons.
One product· of the rolling mills, which ha;;; the
appearance of being a rath er insignificant one, namely
wire, will give some idea of what ca n actually
be made from the various products of the rolling
mills. Wire is brought to its required crosssection by rolling and then drawing it. Its
tensile strength is increased multifold by heat
treatm ent and cold drawing. Wires for concrete constructions, fencing, chains, wire
netting, nails and rivets are made from soft
steel, wh ereas ropes for mine haula ge, cra nes,
ships, telphers and cable suspension bridges

Fig. 140. Steel is also the most important mate rial used in the
building of the thousands of motor cars on the roads to-day.

Fig. 141. Loading bridges, barges, railway wago ns with hinged
buckets, tracks with slee pers, e tc., sheet piling for reinforcing
the quays - all made of steel.
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Fig. 142. This giant crane easily lifts and transports the heaviest
of loads. The illustration shows the giant floating crane, 275ft.
high, at the German Naval Dockyarcl in Wilhelmshaven.

Fig. 143. Transportation is one of the largest consumers of
steel. Huge steel bridges carry the traffic across wide rivers and
valleys, and steel rails interconnect all countries.

Fig. 144. This ship lift, built entirely of steel, overcomes a difference in altitude in the waterway of 118 ft. (36m). It lifts barges
of a loading capacity up to 1,000 tons. The steel trough, 4,300 tons in weight, for taking up the barges, bangs from 256 steel
wire ropes of arm thickness.

Steel in all its multifarious forms thus meets us
on all sides and accompanies us along every path
through life, starting with t he needle, the pen-nib,
the spring in the watch, right up to the mightiest
of machines and the most imposing monuments of
engineering prowess. No industry, no means of trans-

port, no comfort in life is possible w.:ithout steel.
No matter where, be it on the building site, in the
mine, in the factory, at the desk or the counter, even
in the household, in games, when travelling, on
the dinner table, in fact everywhere - use is made
of some article, tool or machine made of steel.

THE END.
Pri nted in Germany.
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